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VOL. XIV.-NO.

f.r*»

•HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MARCH

8.

1885.

28,

WHOLE. NO.

680.

I

Mind

The

City

LOCAL ITEMS.

Devs

Don’t forget the Fair meeting this

A Weekly Newspaper published

editor of Dt Qrondioet, has

noon.

water works building

progressing finely.

is

The

The “annual settlement”

date of holding the caucus in the

township of Holland has been changed

Commliilon Merchiit.

T>EACn, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and

X> dealer In Grain, Flow and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Rratph and Fish streets.

Mrs. L. T.

strongly to a thaw that will give us spring

The

Kanters who has

O. Dealer In Drugs and Med!It is reported that J. K. V. Agnew
clnes.Palnu and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptionscarefallypat ap. Eighth 8t. General Superintendent of the Chicago

Drag Store, Fine Dfngs, MedIVi Iclnes,.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries. River street.
R.,

Church last TuesffAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- day and Wednesday evenings by Rev. A.
V clnes,Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietorof Dr. W.
Van den Berge’e Family Medicines.River Street. Wormser were largely attended by our

V

iness.
fall slock of

^

Druggist and Pharmacist; a
goods appertaining to the bna-

„

Firaitm
\f EVER,

BROUWER A

CO., Dealers in

all

1V1

kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; River St.

The

lectures in Hope

trains last Tuesday

-

-

there are no criminalcases.

PUTTEN,

little

Baumshop. Mr. Higgins will

pointed as a cadet to West Point Military

a “chalk talk.”

Fred Kbbkhof has been appointed N. Y., for the purpose of taking a ten
agent for May’s New Ideal Lamp. This week’s course at Lieut. Braden’s Preparalamp is

a

great novelty ana

Inventionin

Boteli,

lamps.

is

the

oootofr. Her string

gave way under the tremenfj. W. Boeman, Jr. and Teunls Boot,
dona
pressure
of Ice which was stored up
Medical Students at the University at Ann
around
her
to
the height of from twentyArbor were homo this week.

latest

and show its merits.

overnor

G

^nri

JKTwflT jubllsh

have added

to our

nearly tore away and bent in all conceivable ahapea on her port aide, allowing the

pflV»rtj|

the’

W

'

mander and crew that her
exchange list the

Douglas Record published and edited by
C.

M. Winslow. The

Record is a very

neatly printed sheet and

its

contents are

crisp and teeming with local news.

as the steam

cope with

Church

will be

pumps were

the increasing

nt

volume of water

work heroically,thinking that by exand with the aid of the tug Artie,
sieze an

opportune time

to

which neckties will savo the valuable propeller, But it was
avail. Inch by Inch her body

form a prominent part. The social will

of no

be held at the residence of Mr. John El

apeared between the huge ice bergs that

ferdink on Wednesday evening, April 1

lined her sides, crushing

All are invited.

until at last the
look for tbelr

Pessink Bros, liavo a new delivery or

was sealed,

traordinary exertions they might keep her

seciai of the Methodist lying near by,
one

fate

far Insufficient to

any longer. However, the men continued
to

afloat

The next

iron was

,

tory School.

Mr. Eerkhof will

The

five to thirty-five feet.

The bill prohibitingfishing with net
i Macatawa uny
Bay naa
has been
neen passed, ana
and

We
B. F. Higgins has bought the

The second entertainmentof the hose fit up the buildingfor a photograph galcompany’s lecture course will be given in lery.
Lyceum Hall next Tuesday evening by
W. M. R. French. The entertainment Henry Koenigsberg, who has been apwill be

Michigan for 1881-85.

again in our next issue.

School, leaves to day for Highland Falls,

G. A SONS, General Dealers In
GoSd8’ Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Floor, Provisions,etc. River street.

,,

late.

The Circuit Court for this county met
Monday and; adjourned until Monday
next. The calendar is a small one and

gartel’s barber

GeneralSesleri.
-\7 AN"

morning were

building in the first ward opposite

people.

Oneida, imprlMtgd in the*;?**

ice short of provisions,4o ptr

ill

last

and West Michigan K’y has reigned.

the propeller

have rercived from President Angell

iron aides

gon mails were four hours

U

Some of the parlies who removed to
Dakota recently^tookwith them several

vessel to

Its

dls-

and grinding,
crew were compelled to
own safety and abandon tbs

certain fate.

A

lifeboat was

fUTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

call on our citizens

The only flrst-class hotel In the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample looms in thp
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.

sale wagon. The wagon is a very handy ' arrcls of flour manufacturedat the Standfrozen individuals rapidly pulled it some
A. Db Bruyn, of the Holland and substantialone and we hope that the ard Roller Mills. The flour manufactured
distance from the sinking propeller,while
Christian Ref. Church, of this dity, has endeavor of the Pessink boys to meet the by this mill seems to be indispensible to
the rest got ready to follow. Capt. Prlnaccepted a call to the Sixth Kef. Church, demands of the public with be duly appre many families aud we hope that it will
deville was the last from the boat. They
of Patterson, N. J. The announcement dated and patronized.
continue to grow in popularity^
got only about a quarter of a mile from
.....
created quite a sensation In certain church
the propeller when the tip of her mast
We are requested to announce that all
^
The Classis of Holland will meet in
parties who desire to join the party which Spring session next Wednesday, April 1st, diaapearedin about 800 feet of water.
The laip to the tug Artie, which lojr about
Flags floated from the Plugger Mills, is to leave here for Dakota on April 7tb,
in the Third Reformed Church of this
Butter Tub Factory and the Public School should confer with P. Pfanstiehl on or be
four miles off, was attended by considercity at 10:80 A. M. In the evening of the
able sufferingfrom cold md danger from
building on last Thursday, the occasion of fore April 8, as he will have to order cars
same day, at 7:80 P. 31., the classical sergetting under the ice, which was moving
the marriage of Prof. Hummer and Miss for passengers and freight.
mon will be preached by Rev. John Van
and continuouslypiling up under their
Maggie Pluger. The boys at the mill
der Meulen, of Ebenezer,Mich,
feet. With the exception of slightly
and factory were kindly remembered.
We noticed a handsomelypainted exfrozen
ears, fingers and toes, the entire
press wagon on our streets this week.
From the Washburn, Dak., Times we
Last Monday a young mao was arcrew
reached
the tug at night, where they
The wagon, as usual, is presided over by learn the fact that John A. Herold, son of
rested by Marshal Vaupell on a charge of
R. A. Astra who Is the messenger of ex- E. Herold, of this city, has opened a gro- were cared for. 1 Had It not been for the
drunk and disorderly.The prisonerwas
press agent Breyman. The work ofi cery sfore at Victoria, a place a few miles close proximityof the Artie not one oflbe
confined in the "coop” over night and
painting the vehicle was done by Mr. M/ from Washburn. The paper also stales crew wou’d have reached shore alive, as
was arraigned before Justice Post TuesF. Adair.
that there Is every reason to believe that all would have perished from cold on the
day mornlhg and given fifteendays in
Mr. John Herold will be successful In his Ice during the night, and no. one would
the county jail
A ‘‘TAX-PAYER’s”Uaucu8has been called business.
have been left to tell the tale of the Mich-

pHGJNIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
IT Locatednear the C. A W. M. R'y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, and its
table is unsurpassed, Free back for accommodation of guests v

jncOTT’S HOTEL. W. J, Scott, proprietor,

k? This hotel Is located on the corner ol Ninth
and Fieh streets. Terms, $1.50 per day. Goodaccommudatlons can always be reliedou.
LlTsry ssd Sals Sutler

TJOONK, H., Livery

and Sale Stable. Officeand
barn on Market street.Everythingfirst-class.

2J

TT AVER KATE. G.

Ax

and Boarding
and good horses can alon. On Fish street, near Scott's

Stable. Fine

ways be

relied

J., Livery

riga

hotel.

V[IBBBLtNK, J.
I

v

II.,

Livery and Sale Stable;

N inth street, near Market.
Xasuf&ctoriei,
XlUi, Shops, Ito.

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN

A CO., Proprietors
Plugger Mills. Manufacturers of new Process Floor. Near foot of Eighth street.

±

of

"ITAN RAALTB, B, dealearin Farm Implemenu and machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.

Rev.

swung over her side and about six half-

J.

circles.

X

Last week Friday was

the 55th anniver*

sary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.

for next

As

this

Wednesday evening, April 1.

caucus is held under the auspices

of no particularpoliticalparty

be

igan’s fate. Nothing of the crew's person-

The diagram of

the ball will be at Brey- al property was saved and all

with the propeller. The following are the

held in Lyceum Hall on Tuesday evening,
The Communion will be administered March 31. The entertainmentwill be a
in Hope Reformed Church on Easter Sun"Chalk Talk” by W. M. R. French,. the
The exhibition of the progress made by
day, the first Sabbath of April, at the lightning caricaturistand Art Lecturer.
the
pupils in our public schools in voVATES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
---------X at residence on the corner of River and cal music, under the instruction of Prof. morning service. The Consistory will
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
The people of this county were startled
meet next week Thursday after the weekly
Shepherd,in Lyceum Hall, last We*dnesLedcboer.
Prayer meeting. Persons desiring to this week with the intelligence that
day and Thursday evenings, accomplished
Witchei ad Jewelry.
unite with the Church will then have an George C. Stewart,of Grand Haven, a
the object of the professor. We are sorry
pREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker. Jeweler,and
prominent attorney of this localitywho
opportunity.
dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market that our space is so taken up this week

Kann, J. Carney, CUar!cs Robinson, James Monroe,
Oscar Lnrs-'n, J. Kahnraani and Join
Wormsley. They left the Artie early last

T}EST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
JLI found In hie office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

T/’REMERS,

H.., Physicianand Snrgcon. Residence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8t.
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,aud from 5 to 6 p.m

it is to

raau’s jewelry store on

went down

Monday morning

Phyilolifii.

Jacobus Van den Berge of this city.
Many of the friends of this aged couple hoped that a large attendance will be pres- for all who desire to secure seats for the names of the shipwrecked crew: Cspt. R.
ent, and a good ticket nominated.The second entertainmentof the Eagle Hose Prindcvillc,first mate Jis. McManus, first
called on them during the day and excaucus will be held in Lyceum Hail.
Company’s Lecture Course which will be engineerPhillip Roth, Robt. Mack, Castended their congratulations and presented
them with appropriate

gifts.

XV.

•

»

D
and Eighth

streets.

TT7YKHUYSEN,

Vf

The music

dar streets.

A number of the buildersin this city
speak very encouragingly in regard to
building prospects this spring. Every-

^ucictms.

thing looks as if they
of business as

would have

plenty

soon as the season

fairly

I. o. of 0. F.
opens, and business in general begins to
Holland City Lodge, N§. 192, Independent move. A large number of mechanics feel
Order of Odd Fellows, holds Its regnlar meetings
at odd Fellow's Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tufsday more hopeful than they did a month ago.
eveningof each
•

week.

Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
* A. J. Clark, N. G.
W. Zrkii, R.
>
’

8. * •

The

fire bells rang quite vigorously last

No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal!

body to see the conflagration.The
was located in one

fire

of the little houses this

side of the tannery, occupied

by Mr. A.

Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 26, March 25, April 22, Bontekoe. The fire department were on
May 87, June 24, July 22, Aug. 19, Sept. *1, Oct. 21
Nor. 18, Dec. 16. bt. John.s days June 24, ant hand in good season and extinguished the
Doc. 27.

D. L. BoTD.Bec

W. M.

flames. The damage was slight.

No

in-

showed by

their teacher

with

their performance that

had labored to good

them. Some

effect

forty or fifty friends of

the pupils and invited guests attended the
recital. Mrs. Foster

is

a

music teacher of

ability, and parents having children who
desire instruction

on the piano should

consult her.

W. H. Parks who
this city died

formerly resided in

at Cadillac last Sunday the

22th inst. The remains

were

interred at

Grand Haven last Wednesday. The
funeral services were held in the Presbyterian Church under the direct charge of

the Masonic order. Detachmentsfrom

surance.

v.

Our

ning at the residence of

Monday, and our people turned out in a

F. & A. H.
A Regular Communicationof Uiutt Lodge

O. Brbtmak,

gave a piano recital last

class

Geo. Foster
week Friday evethe teacher. The

class of Mrs.

II., dealer In

the Knight Templar Commanderies of
Last Monday morning the south bound Grand Rapids, Muskegon and Cadillac
Muskegon train of the Chicago and West were In attendance. Mr. Parks was a
Michigan R’y met with an accident near member of Unity Lodge No. 191, of this

§larketjs.

Ferrysbnrg.

Produce, Eto.

The

forward truck of the

smoking car jumped the rails and

(WHOLESALE.)
(OontcUd every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, Me; Beans, 80c. $1.00; Batter. 15, 16c;
Eggs, 14c; Honey, 12c; Onions, Me; Potatoes,
30c.

train

was under good headway
little

delay of the train no

was caused by the

RETAIL.

the pas-

sengers were shaken up considerably. Beside a

accident.

city.

as the

Our contemporariesIn

this part

of the

State have paid us some flattering compli-

damage ments on onr work of printing the
logue of Hope College.

j

Among

Cata-

them

is

the followingwhich

we have extracted.
of the Holland City

Apples. 60c; Beans, $1.35; Batter,

15, 17c;
Eggs* 16c; Hone;, 16c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 85c.

"W. H. Rogers,
Prof. George P. Hummer, of onr
News,
sends us the annual catalogue of
Public Schools, and Miss Maggie Pluger,
Hope
College.
As usual with all books
one of Holland’s fairest daughters, were
quietly married at the residence of the issued from the News office the work was
bride's parents on last Thursday, March well executed.”—Grand Haven Herald.
The Allegan Journal and Tribune in a
26, at 12 M. Phe Rev. Thomas Walker
Jonea officiated. Mr. L. T. Kanters acted somewhat extended notice says: "We
Pearl Barley, W 100 lbs., $8.00; Rye, 60c; Timothy as the groom’s best man and Mra. L. T. have receivedfrom the Holland City
Seed, $1^ Wheat, white, 80c; Red FulU,80c;
Kanters attended the bride. Only the News office the Catalogue of Hope ColRETAIL.
parents and most intimate friends were lege which Is handsomely printed by W.
Grain, Feed, Eto.
(WHOLISALI.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
MAI, f)
^ 100
AW ft*.,
AA/O «, 70c;
|W, Barley
AW A V 7
Buckwheat, WWf
40c; ASS
Bran,
W 100 0>s., $1.00; Clover seed, « lb., $4.40; Corn
Meal, V 100 lbs., 95c. ; Corn, shelled,40c ; Floor,
$4.40; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 *§., $1.80; Feed, 9
ton. $18.00;Feed, f 100 I*., 90c.; Hay. $7.00,
$8.00; Middling, V 100 lbs., 90c; Oats, new, 30c;

9

Buckwheat,50c: Bran, 9 100 lbs.,80c; Barley,
100 S>s., $1.10; Clover seed, 9 »•, $5.00; Corn
Mesl, 9 100 Ms., Me. ; Corn, shelled.45c; Floor,

present, the newly married conple

H.

Rogers.”

per Cooper, P. Dally, John

Monday morning, firmly packed
ice with no prospect

in the

of getting free, and

arrived in this city at about two o’clock in
the afiernoon. Ode|of the crew, Chat.

Robinson, gave out nt the harbor and was
Washington, I). O., to witness the afterwards picked up by Dr. O. E. Yates,
inauguration of President Cleveland, died who was visitinc a patient in that locality,
of apoplexyat that city on Sunday even- and brought to this city. The captain and
men left on the afternoon trains for Grand
ing last. He leaves a widow and one
Haven. With the exception of being
child live years old. Mr. Stewart was worn out from the daugerous trip of fourMayor of Grand Haven for three consecu- teen miles over the Ice, causing sore feet,
tive terms and his bereaved widow has etc., the entire crew looked well and did
not at all present the appearanceone might
the sympathy oi the people of that city.
suppose under the circumstances. The
Michigan went down about twelve miles
The committee on the organization of a due west off this harbor, near the spot
Society for the holding of Annual Fairs in where the steamer Akcicy foundered(in
November, 1888, and nu^r where the Illthis city have changed the day for holdfated Alpena is supposed to lie.
ing a public afternoon meeting for that
The Michigan waa bui.’t at Wyandotte
purpose. Instead of being on Friday, the in 1881 for the Goodrich Transportation
28th inst., it will be held this, Saturday Company, of Milwaukee,at a cost of
afternoon in the De Qrondioet building. $150,000. She had a tonnage of 1,188,
and was classed Al. The Detroit, Grand
From the interest felt in this movement Haven & Milwaukee Railroad became
we should judge that a good meeting will owners two years age and the Grand Trunk
be held and we hope that a goodly repre- tine in 1884. She was 212 feet long,
sentation of Holland’s business men will thirty-four feet sit inches beam, and
lourteen (eet four inches deep. She was
be present, and that they will take an acconstructed with a spoon-shaped bow, estive part In placing the matter on a good pecially modeled tor cnnhlog through
beavy Ice. In order to render her more
working basis. Let all attend.
safe she bad a double bottom, with a space
The rumor is that the Improvement between the two bottoma of three feet her
entire length. She had five -water-tight
Association of Grand Haven are conductcompartments,and was built of Heavy iron
ing a systematic campaign in good polit- in a substantial manner. After her iron
ical style In order to carry the "Court work had been completed she was placed
House Question.” We are also credibly in charge of the late R. L. Montgomery,
of the Star Line, who superintendedthe
informed that hirelingsof the association building of her cabins, which were among
are proselyting through the county; also the finest on the lakes, and decorated
that Mr. C. Van Loo has been assigned without regard to cost, with oil paintings
and the finest carpets and furniture.Niles
the townshipsof Blendon, Allendale and
Peterson built the cabins. During her
Zeeland.. If the qaestion of bonding the firit winter the work done in the Ice was
county for the amount of $85,000 is to be quite satisfactory,but the present winter,
forced through by such means, it is time and that of 1888 4 were both too severe for
successful navigation,and the company
that the right and fair minded voters of
must have lost a great deal of money by
the county, in the foil majesty of their attempting to keep the route open. The
citizenship, crushed completely out of fact that the steamer had five water-tight
sight the individuals devoting their abili- compartments, and little cargo would go
to show that the damage received from
ties In that direction, and the question
went

that we cannot enter into details.

Watchte,Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth aud Ce-

^

the morning of February 9,\Jn search of

the Annual Calendar of the University of

been

snow bound and the Allegan and Muske-

T'VOESBURG, J.

^M'he staunch, handsome passenger and
Registration day next Saturday. Vot- freiBhtsteamer Michigan, of the Grand
ers see that your names are properly reg- Trank line, which left Grand Haven on

We

fully recovered.

Indicationsat present writing point very

THE STEAMED MICHIGAN LOST.

supplement

seme weeks with intermittent fever is now

weather in a hurry.

Ornfi sad Xeilolaii.

V

in

to

Friday, April 8.

very

istered.

form accompanies this Issue.

gwsroesjs gimtary.

TT7AL811,UEBER,

this office.

Bring in your orders early.
of lowering the pomps at the

just received a

fine assortment of Easter cards.

Election tickets printed at

Tne work

EENG8, D.

|Yatbs & Kane have

this week.

ill

after-

every Saturday.

,

Vbrwry,

I.

been

to

rWeh^r.rtr,rou

which they are endeavoring to force
The Baugatnck Commereialsays in ac- through the hands of the people. Voters more than one compartment. Ct
Chicago. They will
visit friends in Iowa and Illinois, return- knowledging receipt of Catalogne "it Is do year own thinking en this question deville Is an experienced and u»u«uie
sallor and well qualified for winter work.
Middling, 9 100 Ms., $1.00: Oita, 85c; ing to this city April 8 after which they very neatly printed by Bro. Will Rogers
sod vote secondingto your idea of the
irloy, V 100 fcs., $6.00; Rye, 55c; Timothy
will be “at home” to all friends.
of the Holland City News.”
seed, $8 00.
best Interest of the county.
left

on the fast train for

,

/

:

V'iy,-,

%

^olland

$«#*'

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS OOMBft).
TUB BAST.

vng upon which the louth wall of the hotel
fell. Two men, whose names are unknown,
who took rooms at the hotel a few hours
before the fire started, and who were slightly intoxicated,are still missing. The books
of the hotel have not yet been recovered,
and neither the clerk nor the proprietoris
able to give any definit information ns to
the number of guests in the house. The
loss is estimated at $250,000 and the insurance at $150,000,

The

ejected Auditor of Iowa has served

notice on the Postmaster at Des Moines to
Erie Railway employesare excited over deliverto no other person letters addressed
the finding at Hornellsville,N. Y., of the to the State Auditor.
upper part of

a human arm

of a locomotive.

in the fire-box

.The paraffine factory of
T. M. Marc, at Elizabethport,N. J., was destroyed by fire. Loss, $200,000; no insurance. . .In the Lunatic Asylum of Essex
County, New Jersey, onO inmate beat out
the brains of another with a heavy spittoon,
because he desired him to go to heaven.
.

.

.

Gen. Grant has improved sufficiently to
take hominy and beet A consultationof
surgeons decided that it was mechanically
possible to remove the growth in his throat,
out resolved not to recommend the procedure. The Philadelphia Medical News
states that the malady from which the exPresidentsuffers, as a rule, speedily terminates fatally, and that the duration of
the life of thorn who survive an operation
averages nineteen months.

Rev. Elias Beat, who said he was or-

new

dered from heaven to kill the

Presi-

dent, was taken from the Brooklyn Insane

Asylum and shipped for England by the
Charity Commissioners____ The corporation
of Yale College has appointed a committee
from its number to make a prospectus of
the needs of the college as to funds and
building, with a view to expending the institution into a full university.

Two persons were burned

to death in

a

boarding-houseat Bridgeport, Conn., and
a fireman received fatal injuries.

On

the top of Aount Washington,

New

Hampshire, on the night of March 20, the
wind blew at the rate of from 100 to 140
miles an hour, with the thermometerat 48
degrees below zero.

Two

explosions, caused, as it is
New Jer-

thought, by gas, occurred in the

sey State Honse at Trenton. The building
took

the flames spreadingto the Geoon the third floor, in which
valuable relics were stored. The

fire,

logical

Museum

many
museum was completelydestroyed.The
loss will not be less than $100,600. The

ContinentalSugar Refinerystorehouse in
Boston, Mass., was burned, with 10,000
barrelsof sugar. The loss is estimated at
$100,600. with $75,000 insurance.

A skating- rink at Girardsville, Pa., was
blown up with dynamiteby some local mor-

night The rink was filled
with people, but no one was hurt....
A fire in Boston destroyed the Continental
Sugar Refinery, with a Urge amount of product, the loss being $100,000.
A gas explosion in the Capitol of New Jersey resulted in the destruction of the Geological
Museum and the office of the Quartermaster General. The firemen saved the battle
flags, bnt the sword and saddle of Phil
Kearney were burned. The loss is estimatalist the other

.

.

.

attendantsat Rev. Thomas K.

Beecher’schurch at Elmira. N. Y., have
weeks been missing money and wearing

for

apparel When the thefts became intolerable, a detective was employed. The
result was the capture of the * son of a
prominent

citizen in the act of picking a
lady’s pocket His booty is estimatedat
thousands of dollars.

THE WEST.
conflagrationin

the city of IshpemNorthern Michigan, consumed the
postoffice,the public library, ten stores

A

ing, in

and other property.

.

.

.The Supreme Court

of Iowa nos unanimously decided

that
every provision of the Prohibitory law is
constitutional. The Circuit Court at Des
Moines holds that the Governor has power
to take possessionof the Auditor’s office
and place some person in charge. . .Ernest
Boenish, an aged German, who for thirteen
ears had lived in a hut at West Bay City,
Mich., was found frozen to death on the
ground, with his door-key in lus hand. A
dog at his side permitted no one to touch
the corpse.
.

Kalkaska, Mich.,
ture of 44

was supposed,

a

boy of 10, died,
Ohio. The

at Freeport,

funeral took place, and at the mother’s re-

.

Day, for the

first

Washington
ing off in

dered a decision maintaining the validity of

time since 1877.

wav pool contracts, and awarding the
the crowd of office-seekershere. Hocking Valley Road $55,000 which its
special: "There is a fall-

It is said that the President intends to

make

reported a tempera-

below zero on the 18th inst At

St Ignace the mercury registered10 below.
... .On a form near Elkhart, Ind.. an insane
man named William Hubbell shot his wife
fatally and then killed himself. ...Thomas
Simpson, an Englishman of liberal education, belongingto a leading family of Birmingham. was sent to the United States to
check his intemperatehabits. He worked
fora time at Youngstown,Ohio, as a coachman, but in a despondent moment killed
himself with morphine.

quest the coffin was opened at the grave.
The body manifested unmistakablesymptoms of animatiop, and after persistent effort the boy was restored to life. He is ex- eral patronage, and at last agreed to leave
pected to recover.
office-seekers
free to seramble. . .The Ohio
Thomas W. Fitch, the son-in-lawof Legislature adopted a joint resolution for
amendGen. Sherman, has been sued by the re- the submission of the constitutional
ment to change the time of State elections
ceiver of the Harrison Wire- Works Comfrom October to November.
pany of St Louis, for the recovery of
Dwight S. Spafford,Republican, was
$102,279, alleged to have been overdrawn
elected
to sncceed the Hon. Robert E,
while he was President
Logan, deceased,in the Illinois Honse of
.

partner in the pool failed to turn over.

THE SOUTH.

by a

.

.

Captain of the Governor’s Guards,

crippledprisoner were sums of money. The apprehensiondoes school-room. SuperintendentBouton
quickly rescued two little ones from au
killed, and seventy feet of the prison wall not, however,seem to have been justified,
were blown out ____ The 8t. Joseph’s Acad- the proportion of this class of cases being apartment filled with smoke, and then kept
the pupils singing while the firemen exemy, a large edificeat Emmittaburg, Md., only about one in a hundred of the pension
the headquarters .of the Catholic Sisters of claims not yet allowed. . .The veterans of tinguisned the names. On the streets
were hundreds of half- crazed mothers.
Charity in the United States, was destroyed the First and other corps of the Army of
the Potomac are perfecting arrangements United States Treasury officialsdeny
by fire last week.
Mrs. Bridget Durby, a coal vender, for the visit- to the historic battle-field of that the withdrawal of gold has already gone
Gettysburg, Pa., on the 4th and 5th of next
so far that one-half the business of the
aged 63, was found dead in her shanty, at
May. President Cleveland and a number
New Orleans. She had been strangled, of State Governorswill attend. . .Business country is being carried on in silver and
silver certificates.There is no reason to
evidently,for the purpose of robbeiy, as failures for the week number 247, against
suppose that the people are hoarding gold.
she was known to have over $400 in cash. 250 last week, and 192 in the corresponding
It is thought that Secretary Manning will
period of 1884.
take some action to check a discrimination
Sib Harry Parker, British Minister to against silver should it occur.
China, died suddenly at Pekin ____ Dr.
It is reported that the authorities of
When Vice President Hendricks took bis seat
David
Griffith, who was medical directorof
Mexico, San Salvador, and Nicaragua l^ve
in
the Senate, on tbe 23d Inst, there was an abSheridan’s army corps, died at Louisville,
posted guards at the cable landings of the
sence of many faces. The Vice President signaled the Chaplainto proceed with prayer, bnt
Central and Sonth American Telegraph
the only heads present to bow were tnose of
Company. Secretary Buyard has teleMiller of California,Miller of New York, Sawyer
graphed to the Unitea States Legation at
of Wisconsin,and Vest of Missouri After ihe
An
advance
in
force
was
made
from
Guatemalastating that that Government
amen and before the reading of the journal was
will be held responsible for injuries to the Snakin in the direction of Hasheen. Caval- completed a motion was raa te to adjourn, but
just then several other Senators encables or other interests of United States ry, mounted infantry, and Indian infantry tered
and the motion was withdrawn.
citizens in Central America. It is said that
Secretary Pruden then entered the chamber and
were sentt o reconnoiter, while the Guards laid upon the desk of Mr. Hendricks n docuthe revolutionat Panama is ended.
acted as a reserve. The Arabs retreatedbe- rae^from tne Executive Mansion, containing
The Sanitary Council of the Mississippi fore the British ns far ns the hills near the rollowing to be Envoys Extra' rdinnry and
Valley has petitionedPresident Cleveland Hnsheen.the main body of the troops under MinistersPlenipotentiary of the United
States: Edward J. Phelp**, of Vermont,
to convene the National Board of Health at Gen. Graham supporting the skirmishing to Great Britain: Robert M. McLane,
line. The scouts,on reaching the summit of of Maryland, to France; George H. Pendleonce, and to authorize the use of so much
the hills, discovered the Arabs massed in the ton, of Ohio, to Germany; Henry R. Jackson,
of the epidemic contingentfund as may be
of Georgia, to Mexico. Mac naa fc. Benton,
village. When the main body of the British
necessary to enforce a vigorous system of
of Missouri, was named for United Sta’es Atreached the hilltops the Hadendowahtribe torney for the Western District of Missouri,
preventive measures.
rnshed from ambnsh and made an attack, and Assistant EngineerJohn W. Saville, of
The new President was 48 years o£ age in which several hundred Arabs were killed Maryland, now on the retired list, to bo a
March 18, on which occasion ho received a and wounded, ns well ns a number of the Passed Assistant Engineer on the retired list.
These ware confirmed,the name of Mr. Penbouquet of violets from a child to whom he British. It was ascertained by a recon- dleton being passed upon without reference to
has shown considerable attention. William naissance that the enemy were in force nominations. The following wire also confirmed: Benjamin H. Hill, of Georgia, to bo
H. Vanderbilt was among those who called along the entire range of hills. The en- United
States Attorney for the Northern District
gagement
ended
with
the
retirement
of
the
at the White House.
of Georgia, a id David 8. Baker, Jr, to be UnitStates Attorney for the District of Rhode
Henry A. Newman, formerly chief of British ____ At last accounts fifty-oneof the ed
workmen who were entombed in the Camp- Island.
the Labor Bureau in Missouri, has been hausen mine in Rhenish,Prussia, had been
appointed special agent of the Bureau of taken out alive. One hundred and thirtyTHE MARKETS.
Labor to collect informationin the valley seven dead bodies had been recovered, and
NEW YORK.
of the Mississippi on the subject now being about forty men and boys remained unac- Beeves ...........................
$5.60 & 6.50
.

.

___

FOREIGN.

President has recognizedAttilio
In a collierj’ at Camphausen, Rhenish
Monaco second Vice Consul of Italy at Prussia,over 200 miners were imprisoned
New York.
by an explosion of fire-damp. By the
Walter Bvans. late Commissioner of latest advices only seventeen had been
Internal Revenue, in surrenderinghis of- rescued.
There seems to be a brighterprospect of
fice made a report to SecretaryManning
showing that during a little over eight peace between England and Russia. It is
months of the current fiscal year $78,500,- reported that Gen. Lumsden, the British

000 has beeu

collected,

the reductionof the appropriation for his

the Sheiiff, and Auditor CotteU was placed Evans’ successor.
in possession.The seal was missing and
It appears that the President has no inthe safe locked.
tention of doing away with the hot-houses
The commutation of the sentences of
and conservatories at the Executive Mantwo confessed murderers, under sentence
sion or of dismissing the Marine Band, as
of death, by Gov. Marmadnke, of Missouri, has been reported.
resulted in the circulation of a petition
Secretary Lamar has granted the &pasking Marmadnketo resign his office.
lication of the settlers for a review of the
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Pinde, in the northwestern corner of India.
MILWAUKEE.
....The Swedish Parliamenthas rejected
Wheat— No. 2 .................... .76
the measure proposing to place import du- Corn— No. 1 ...................... .39
ties on foreign corn.
Oats— No. 2. ..................... .30
Rye— No. .......................
A detachment of English and Indian
1

Barley— No.

2

................... .56

was engaged in erectinga zaTOLEDO.
reba seven miles sonthwest of Snakin Wheat-No, 2 Red ............... .78
(March 22) when a large force of Aiabd Corn— No. ..................... .43
Oats— No. ...................... .33
rushed upon them from ambnsh. A square
Hon. Frank M. Bridges, Democratic
ST. LOUia
was
quickly
formed,
but
the
camels
and
Wheat-No. 2 Red. .............. .83
decision of what is known as the Moraga
Senator of the IllinoisLegislature from
horses were driven back upon the troops, Corn— Mixed .................... .38
grant in California. The issue of patent
the Greene and Morgan County district,
causing great confusion. The Arabs pene- Oats— Mixed .................... .31
will he withheld until a review is had. ....
Rye .............................. .60
2
2

The resignationsof a number of postoffioe
inspectorshave been called for by Postmaster General Vilas. There are fifteen
steady fire and kept the Arabs in check, reapplicantsfor a postoffice in Sonth Caropulsing them finally with the aid of the
lina paying $12 per year.

Col. W. S. Roland, formerly a prominent business man and politician of Chicago, died in the Insane Hospital at Kan-

zareba. The English loss w-as two officers
FOEITICAI*
and twenty-two men killed and thirty-three
men wonnded. This does not include the
Gen. Edward C. Walthall has been loss among the engineers, transport oorps,
tendered and has accepted the appointment and Indian troops, which had not yet been
of United States Senator from Mississippi, reported.
Queen Victoria refuses to permit the
to succeed Secretary Lamar. . .The Kansas Legislature passed a resolution of sym- appointmentof Valentine Baker to a posipathy with General Grant. . .An extra sestion on the staff of Lord Wolseley. . .Timsion of the Indiana Legislatore will be
othy Harrington has received $10,000 from
necessary to pass appropriation bills.
the Natiomu Irish League of America
The Democratic Congressmeu-elect
from
through TreasurerO’Reilly, of Detroit, to
Virginiaacted upon an intimation that the be used solely for purposes of ParliamentPresident would be happy to appoint Catlett ary agitation.

kakee, aged 60. . .In a hotel fire at Seattle,
T., one man was burned to death, another killed by jumping from a window,
and a number of others were more or less
injured.
.

W.

cavalry

and

artilleryfrom

least five

lost their lives

bam

people are known to have
at the horning of the Lang-

Hotel, Chicago— Mrs. Belknap, two

ir-hangers,and two firemen. The last
vert crushed in the roinsof the build-
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.79
.44)6
.84
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the Hasheen
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At

.76

from the north and sonth. Pore— Mess.: ...................1126 @1175
The marines and Berkshire regiment
CINCINNATL
on the east and west sides maintained a Wheat-No. 2 Red. .............. .85 @ .87
trated the square

for severalweeks, died at
his home at Carrollton. The effect of his
death causes a vacancy in the State Senate,
and reduces the Democratic vote on joint
ballot to 101. His successor will be chosen
at a specialelectionto be held April 11.
ill
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1100 @12.25
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Chair laid before the Senate,March 18,

the resolution offered by

Mr. Miller,of New

York, authorizing the Committee on Agriculture

and Forestry to alt during the recess to consider
the best means of preservingtbe forests upon
tbe public domain, and to employ a clerk. A.
brief debate e&aued, developingthe fact
that the only object of the resolutionwas to
give employment to the clerk of the committee named during the recess.It was agreed
to, however-27 to 26. The divisionwas upon
party lines, except in the case of Call, who voted
in the affirmative, and Rlddlebergerand Sherman, who voted lu the negative. The President
sent the following nominations: Milton J. Durham. of Kentucky,- to be First Comptroller
of the Treasury;William Garrard, of Ne-

at

resolution offered last week relatiug to tbe sale
aid railroads was
referred.Mr. Ingalls' resolution, offered last
week, calling for Information relating to the
illegal occnpancy
lands,
laid before the Senate, Mr. Ingalls
said since the resolution
offered

of lands granted Floridato

of Oklahoma
was

was

It had been practicallyanswered by the
President'smessage.He moved It be laid on
the table-agreed to. Mr. Manderson offered a

session Mr. Sherman offered a resolution providing for tbe appointment of two Senators to
wait upon the Presidentand Inform him that
unless he had some further communicationto
make the Senate was ready to adjourn without
day, which was laid over
The resolutionfor the appointmentof an
Alaakan Commission was taken up in the United
States Senate on the 20th. Daring the debate
which tollowedMr. Van Wyck made a vigorous
attack upon tbe South American Commission,
which, he said, constated of two men and a boy.
the Chairman remaining In Albany. He charged
that two men and a bov chartered a palace-car at
135 per day, and eaqh drew $7,soo for nls expenses.
It cost the Government $40,000 before the trio
got beyond New Orleans. Messrs.Vest and

Hawley defended the eemmlssion.The
Alaska resolutionwas referred to the Committee on Territories. In executivesession the
Senate confirmed the following nominations:
Martin V. Montgomery of Michigan, Commissioner of Patents; Milton J. Durham of Kentucky, Flnt Comptrollerof the Treasury; Malcolm Hay of Pennsylvania,Flnt Assistant Post*
master General; Joseph R. Ryan of Nevada,
Coiner of the Mint at Canon City: William
Garrard of Nevada, Superintendent of the
Mint at Canon City; J. D. C. Atkina of Tennessee, Commissionerof Indian Affain; and
James D. Porter of Tennessee,AssistantSecretary of State.

Mr. Mitchell offereda resolutionIn the
Senate on the 21st, providing for the appointment of a special commission of' five Benaton
to inquire, and report not later than the second Monday In next December, as to the number of trade' dollar*pat in circulation In the
United States l>efore their legal tender quality
was repealed; how said coins came into circulation subsequently;how many are still held in
the several States of this country; at what
istes they were taken; how mnch profit accrued in any way to the Government by tbe
coinage of tradcdollara, and what has been the
practice of this and other Governmentsas to
the receipt or refusal by them of their own
coins. Laid over. The Connretninnal Record
of some remarks made on the 20th by Mr. Van
Wyck derogatoryto members of the

South American Commission, and, alter
debate, a resolution was passed directing
the official reporter to republisn tbe proceedings
of the previous day. During the discussion Mr.
Teller made a spirited defense of his coarse as
Secretary of the Interior. Mr. Frye reported a

resolution from the Committee on Rales,
directingthat committee to preparean offidal
seel for the Sena e of the United States. Laid
over. The Senate then went into exeentive
session,and when the doors reopened adjourned.

George Eliot’s Wisdom.
One of the lessons a woman most
rarely learns is never to talk to an angry or a drunken man.
We are apt to be kinder to the brutes
that love us than to the women that
love us. Is it because the brutes are

dumb?
When Death,

the great Reconciler,

has come, it is never onr tenderness
that we repent, but our severity.
Quite superfluousexistences — inartisticfigures crowding the canvas of

without adequate effect.
it no virtue to frown-at irremediable faults.
Imagination is a licensed trespasser;
(§1 5.75
0 .91 it has no fear of dogs, but may climb
& .89 over walls and peep in at windows with
(4 .51^
impunity.
<3 .43
@14.00
There are various odors of beauty;
causing
qien to make fools of them@ 6.25
('ft6.50
selves in various sfyles, from the des@ 4.75
perate to the sheepish.
@ 6.25
@ 4.25
Gladstone’sAppearance and Tastes.
@ 4.00

Hooh ............................ 6.25

counted for.

The

loom were opened with the butts of department by $200,000. Stamps to the of Afghanistan and Lord Dnffenn, Viceroy
muskets. Auditor Brown was seized by value of $57,000,000 are turned over to Mr. of India, which is to be held at Rawif-

who had been

.

a life convict and a

investigatedby that bureau.

The

Engaged At

Zs

session.

GENERAL.

__

Senate

.

Representatives....The wholesaleindictment of election judges and clerks in ChiEx- Congressman Jeffords, from the cago has been followed by the entering of a
Mississippi “Shoestring’’District,died sud- nolle prosequi, there being no evidence of
screams brought assistance,and the Mexidenly, of heart disease, at Vicksburg.... criminal intent
can was imprisoned.His victim is dying .....
A decision was rendered last week by the
Owing to non- settlement of land claims.
Shpreme Bench of Baltimore that a colored
Riel, of Red River rebellionfame, has taken
man has a right to admission to practice at
The Iowa Supreme Court rendered a the field in the Saskatchewandistrict at the
the bar. The Marylandlaw provides that
head of 1,503 half-breeds,seized the stores
only white men are eligible,and this law decision affirming the constitutionality
of
has been sustained by the Court of Appeals, the new prohibitory law and providing for at Dnck Lake, and threatens the mounted
nolice barracks and stores at Carleton.
As a'result, no colored man has ever pracits speedy enforcement The court virtually Men are being enlisted as fast as possible,
ticed law in the State.
declared that saloons may be enjoined as and police detachments with cannon are
A newspaper from Jackson County, nuisances, and any citizen is practically going to the front
West Virginin.reports the organization of given the power to close op a saloon without
E. D. Clark, of Vicksburg,Miss., who
destitute farmers in the vicinity of Stoats’ trial by jnry. If a saloon-keeper disobeys an
was
recently appointed Assistant Secretary
injunction he can be punished with a fine
Mill to compel an equal division of what
of $1,000 and six months’ imprisonment of the Interior,died at Washingtonof
food remains in the region, in order to save
Prohibitionistsclaim that they can close pneumonia. . .PresidentCleveland is said
the lives of people and stock. The Comto have offered ex- PresidentArthur a for*
every saloon in the State.
mittoe of Public Safety took fifty bushels
.
The Manitoba members of the Dominion eign mission, which the latter declined.
of wheat from some barns for distribuGen. E. E. Bryant, of Madison, Wis., has
tion.. . .Mrs. Fannie Bender, of Louisville, Parliament insist upon immediatesteps for
accepted an appointment as Assistant AtKy., learning that Geo. McClury, her be- the constructionof the SouthwesternRoad,
torney of the Postoffioe Department &Rd
trothed, had transferred his attentions to to prevent thousandsof farmers from emistartedfor Washington.
Miss Jennie Beard, went to Miss Beard’s grating to the United States.
In a field near Woodside, N. J., last Sunhouse, drew a pistol and fired, the boll takThe British Governmenthas provided day, Jeremiah O’Donovan and Pat Slevin
ing effect in Miss Beard’s side. She then
ran down the street until overtaken by a £25,000 for extra mail facilities with the fought thirty rounds. Slevin’s jaw was dispoliceman. Her victim cannot recover ____ United States and Canada.
A heavy snow-storm prevailed in Virginia It has been said that the clause in the located, and he was at last knocked senseless ____ Ex- Mayor Navin pleaded guilty of
and North Carolina March 18. From six last pension bill providing that the admisforgery at Adrian, Mich., and was sentenced
to’ten inches fell.
sion of a soldier to (he army should be re- to ten years in the Jackson Penitentiary....
By the explosion of a boiler in the shoe
garded as proof of his previous sound con- The Five Points Mission Building in New
factoryof the South Carolina Penitentiary,
dition would cost the Go venment immense York took fire, with 600 children in the

_

What the Extra Session of the

vada, to be Superintendentof • the Mint
Carson. City, . Nev.; James R.
houses at Henderson,N, C., worth $75,000. Ryan, of Nevada, to be Coiner of the
Mint at Carson City, Nev.; Mai.... The ( anadian Government has defioom Hay, of Pennsylvania,to be First Assistant
titely refused to yield to the demand for Poetmaster General ; Martin V. Montgomery, of
relief made by the Pacific Railroad Michigan,to be Commissioner of Patents; DaCompany....The steamship Wieland has vid a Baker, Jr., of Rhode Island, to be United
Attorneyfor the Districtof Rhode Island;
returned to New York to repair dam- States
Benjamin H. H1U, Jr., of Georgia, to be United
ages caused
collision with States Attorney for the Northern District of
the bark Cornwallis.The vessel carried a Georgia. The Senate then went Into executive*
*
crew of twenty-two men, and has not since
Ephraim K Wilson, Senator-elect from
been ipoken
. .A Mexican at Neuevo Laredo bound his unfaithful mistress in her Maryland, was sworn In on March 19, as was
room, out strips of flesh from her body, also George Gray, of Delaware, successor of
and compelled her to eat them. After Senator Bayard. The Committee on Printing
catting off the top of her tongue her was authorlredto sit during the recess. The
.

the cost of diplomatic agent on the Afghan frontier,
at Des Moines, quietly placed n dozen uni- collectionbeing $400,000 per annum has been given new instructionswhich emless than the appropriation made power him to accept the frontier line fixed
forms and muskets in the Capitolat night
by Congressand about that much less than
by Russia. The principal interest in reEleven members of the organizationwere the expense incurred during the last fiscal
gard to Afghan affairs centers now in the
gathered at the Governors office in the year. Mr. Evans recommended to Congress
approachinginterview between the Ameer
morning, and the doors of the Auditor’s
The

rail

Col. Bebnejo, commander of a cavalry
no changes in any -of the four-year-term
regiment
at Badajos, Spain, has been aroffices except for cause. When the terms
of the present incumbentsexpire the offices rested on a charge of conspiring to restore
the republic.The existence g£ a powerful
will be filled by picked Democrats. "
James H. Berry was elected Senator revolut onary organization has been discovered, and troops have been sent to
from Arkansas,PoindexterDnnn having
Gerona, where trouble is feared.
withdrawn from the field.... The DemoFire- swept away the ultramarineblue
cratic Central Committee of Nebraska held
works of Weller A Merz at Newark, N. J.,
a session of seven hours at Omaha to agree
upon some plan for the distributionof fed- valued at $100,000, and fourteenbusiness

Ky.

CONSREBB.

.

WASHIiWTOIV.

ed at $100,000.

The

Benjamin Forsyth,
as it

Gibson DistrictAttorney at Richmond, and
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
made haste to indorse him. Gen. Fitzhngfa
Lee is a candidate for Minister to Mexico,
M. J. Cantwell, a Democrat,was electas is also Jerome Eddy, Chairman of the
ed to succeed Ool. Vilas in the Assembly of
Michigan DemocraticState Committee.
Wisconsin.
The Democratselected their Mayor at CheyJustice Stanley Matthews has renenne, Wyoming Territory, on St Patrick’s

life

He held

Gossip about great men is always in
order. People never tire of reading
accounts of tbe appearance and habits
of men who mold public opinion and
govern the world. Gladstone has been
described over and over again, but in
such a way as to leave the impression
that he is rather a stately personage.
Nothing could be further from tne
truth. The great Premier is a mildlooking man, with baggy trousers. He
is a regular prowler. He prefers back
streets. He never dresses well People frequently see him in a tumbledown hat and a shabby suit standing in
front of the window of a bric-a-brao
store. His face is striking;. It is hard
and bony, with a powerful forehead, a
firm mouth, and a characteristic nose.
He is, as everybody knows, a close student, a devout church-goer,and a great
lover of negro minstrelsongs. Alto-

gether, an odd

character. —

Atlanta
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Cattle -Best ....................6.35 @ 7.00
Fair .................... 5.25 @6.00*
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Hogs .............................6)00
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Cleaning Brass.

The Government and railway method
of cleaning brass is to dip the articles

5.00

common

nitric

acid and one-h&lfpart sulphuric add in
a stone jar, and then into water, and

rub them with sawdust They at once
take on a brilliant color. If the brass
is greasy it shonld first be dipped in a
strong solution of potash and soda in
warm water, which so onto the grease
that the add is enabled to uA— Philadelphia Press.
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HORRIBLE HOLOCAUST,
A Chicago

Hotel

Goes Up

in

FIGHTING IN THE DESERT.

TWO HUNDRED LIVES

Graham'i Troops K&rch Up Crushed or Asphyxiated in a
German Colliery.
Hashoen's Hills and Then March

Ofin.

Smoke— Panic-Stricken
Quests.

Lets than

Masterly Retreat of the British After

'

. •

“Winning” a Stubborn Fight

Dead.

by a Scratch.

Tai Senate held a short sessionon the 16th

Xs-Gov. Bogota's Official Acte a Sntyoct off
InvMtlgaUoa— Honors to Gov. AlgerStringent Election Laws for Detroit—

Inst, having assembled st a o'clock. Several
bills

Two Scon of

were considered In committee or

tho

the 21$ Diggers

„

[From Our
spent the rest of the day in work in committee
of the whole. When the committeearose tho

Accounted For.

Three Taken Ont

THE 8TA1S CAPITAL

Sundries.

Down Again.

Ten People Buried in the Buini-

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

House adjourned.•

[By cable from Berlin.1

At the mining districtof Comphansen,

Ik the Senate the bill to regulatethe practice

near Saarbruck, in Rhenish Procsia, a fearful explosionoccurredearly this morning.
Just before davbreak the last of the day
shift of men had gone down in the cages of
one of the largest mines. Everythingwas
reported in order, though reports of fire-

pharmacy waa buffetedshoot and referred
back to the committee,on March 17. The bill
to prevent the killing of deer with dogs was also
hotly discussed Tho vote was 16 yeas to 13 nays.
of

Own

Correspondent.]

Lansing, March 16.
INVESTIGATING THE EX- GOVERNOR.
The following preamble and resolution,
offeredin the Senate on the 10th by Senator Hubbell, and adopted next day, have

called up a matter that bids fair to outrival
all the investigations that have been orThe British forces at Snakin started ont
dered by either house during the past deAnother sacrifice of life and property has
It reiiutrlng17, or a majority of those elected, to
on a reconnoissance March 20. On reachcade:
beett added to that long list of disasters
pass the bill, it was lost. The vote was reconWhereas, The late Governor of this
ing the hills near Hasheen, the Arabs
sidered and the bill tabled. The Governor noted
damp
two
the levels had
from fire which goes far to make the methState, Hon. J.osinh Begole, stated in hia
rushed from ambush and got within ten somewhat disturbed the superintend- hls approvalof the followingSenate acts: Vacating the State toad near i scanaba; incor- outgoing message that he bad, through one
ods of Chicago building a reproach. Once
Still, the ventilatingapparatus porating the village of Manlsttque:amending Fnend Palmer, of Detroit,collected a ceryards of the British line before the latter
more has the wretched shortsightedness
Howell, relative to limitworking through the main shaft was in per- section
which too frequently prevails in the erec- commencedregular firing. Lieut. O'Con- fect order, and no catastrophe was feared. ed partnerships; amending section 6046, tain sum of money from the United States,
Howell, relativeto public Instruction. The Sen- on certainclaims of the State against the
tion of buildings intended for public occu- nor and four men were killed,and Capt.
The men, in taking their safety-lamps, had ate passed bills IncorporatingBad Axe and
pancy contributed to a fatal and startling Birch was speared through the shoulder. been specially warned to bo careful After Hanover.The House passed the Agricultural United States, but did not inform the Legislature what disposition he had made of
disaster, and the unequaled combination of The cavalry toqk some prisoners, and the
College appropriation bill after considerable opa while the cars laden with coal began comsaid sum so received;and
position.
The
opponents
claimed
that
the
estaba wooden elevator shaft and a shell-like British retired.
ing to the surface. The 219 men who had lishmentof a mechanicaldepartment would diWhereas, It lias been alleged that said
building has within a few hours reduced a
Gen. Graham telegraphs as follows:
gone down were at Work, and all was well. vert the college from Its proper channel and money was paid, by said Josiah Begole, invaluable and imposing property to a black“We moved ont of camp at 6:15 this At 6:30 a terrible rambling shook the earth. bring on rivalry with the University,its advo- to the hands of the Quartermaster General
ened ruin.
morning, leaving the Shropshire Regiment A flash of flame leaped up the shaft and a cates said the Universitybad always received of this State; therefore
At five minutes to 7 o'clock last evening to guard it. On reaching the first hill, at volume of stiflingsmoke poured out This favors and the Agricultural College had been
allowed to plod on »» best It could. With this
Resolved, That the Committee on Milia general alarm from box No. 46 conveyed 8:30 o’clock, we found that the enemy had was followed by the crashing of timbers
appropriationthe college would be plaoed tary Affaire be and they are hereby inthe information of some serious conflagra- retired and occupied another hill a mile and the tumbling of earth down the shaft. on the footingit should occupy. Other bills
structed to investigatethe transaction, and
tion in the very heart of town. It was soon and a quarter distant. After a short halt From all quarters men and women passed : Regulatingattorneys' fees in the foreclosure of mortgages; amending the act of 1888 report to the Senate the amount of money,
learned that the Langham Hotel was in the Berkshire regiment and marines were came running to the mouth of the pit relating to petit Jnrors in the Upper Peninsula;
if any, so received from the General Govflames,and a general rush was made to the ordered to clear the hill, the Indian con- There are fifteen thousand employed in the amending laws relativeto literary and benevoernment by the said Josiah Begole, as Govscene of the disaster. The Langham Hotel tingent and Guards acting as support. This Camphansen coal-fields, and in a quarter of lent societies;amendingthe act incorporating
ernor of this Btate, through said Palmer;
is the five-story and basement pressed- was done very effectually, the enemy being an hour a crowd of five thousand men and the schools of Hastings;amendingthe school
laws; inoori orstlng Bad axe; changing the what arrangement was made with said
brick and stone building on the southwest driven off the ridge, and, streaming south as many women and Children, tho latter name of Mabel Wilber to Cook; amending the
Palmer for commissions; by what aucorner of Wabash avenue and Adams street toward Tamai, were charged by squadrons shrieking and sobbing, were around the charter of Bay City; for the Incorporation of
thority the same was made, and said comtrades-union
societies:
amending
section
ANT,
—numbers 199, 201, 203, and 205 on Wabash of Indian lancers in the bush. The cavalry mine. As soon as the heavy smoke had
Howell, relative to the transferof oases In mission, if any, was paid to said Palmer,
avenue, and 32, 34, 36, and 38 on Adams then retired toward the Guards. Many of rolled away an attempt was made to work justices courts. Both houses passed resolutions
what disposition he made of said money,
street. There was an entrance on Wabash the enemy passed the Guards at tho foot the cages, but Ihey would not move. The condoling with Gen. Grant In hls affliction, and
and to what officer of this State, if to any,
avenue and one on Adams street, the hotel of the hill and made for a hill west of force of the return draught at the pit’s an engrossedcopy was sent to the General
the same was paid; what disposition was
bar and restaurant being on the latter Hasheen. These were shelled by the Royal month told that the explosion had shivered
In the Senate the special committee on the
made of said money by such officer; and
street
Horse Artillery, while other parties moving the ventilating engine. Still the care of Idiotic and imbecilepersons reported
by what authority, if any, the Governor
It was built in 1871 by William R. Bur- round our right were engaged in the bush ventilating engine
kept go- favorably (March 18) on a bill recommending an paid over said money to said officer. That
dick, a well-known lumber merchant, and by fifty lancers.
ing. It might do some good. It was appropriation for the establishmentof an Insti- said committeehave power to send for pera former County Commissioner. It was
“Meanwhilea Zareba, with four in- thought from
first glance that no tution for the care and maintenanceof such per- sons and papers, and to administer,oaths to
then named the Burdick House, and for trenched posts on a hill commandingit, is after fire had followed, and this may prove sons. The following bills passed: Incorporatwitnesses.
some years the hotel was run under that being formed. The advancedtroops have correct. Volunteers were called for to de- ing Iron River: for patent to Ezra Jones; IncorA NEW COUNTY.
name. Afterward it was partially rebuilt ell returned to this positionand will return scend. A temporarycable was rigged, and porating Brockway Center; forbiddingfishing
Honors begin to fall to the lot of Gov.
and improved, and callea the Crawford to our camp, leaving the East Surrey regi- six brave men went down to save their fel- In Black river or lake; amending the treeplanting law of 1881; for the examination of Alger, and both houses have just passed a
House. The managementof the Messrs. ment, with two Krupp guns and four Gard- lows. On reaching the uppermost drift teachersin Fenton township; amending the
bill to hew off a slice from Schoolcraft
Crawford did not last very long, nor was it ners and water tanks and signal appliances they heard voices calling and signaled to general railroad laws so as to provide for cable
County and organize it into a new county
companies;
for
the
Inspection
of
commervery successful, a good deal of litigation at the intrenched position.
stop. Thirty men were there in a state of cial fertilizers; prohibitingthe levying of to be known as the county of Alger.
resulting among the parties running the
“Our killed are two officers and two men terror and semi- stupefactionfrom the highway taxes on the island in Saginaw Bay;
REGISTRATION AND BLBOTION.
hotel.
of the British,and five Sepoys. The wounded dense fumes still pervading the galleries. amending section 2304. Howells, relative to agThe bill to amend the charter of Detroit
Last fall the property was sold to William are two officers and twenty-six men of the These men were brought to the surface ricultural socletlos;relativeto town libraries;
amending section 604i*, HoweU, relativeto edu- so as to provide for the appointmentof a
B. Howard and Columbus R. Cummings British, and one officer and ten men of the alive.
cation ; forbidding the sale of adulterated honey. Board of Registration and Elections,to
for the handsome sum of $280, COO, and Indian contingent The infantry behaved
The rescuersand the rescued were The bill to protect the owners of stallions consist of four members, two of whom
recentlyMessrs. 0. M. Shaw
Son with great steadiness. The number of the greeted with shouts of delight as they came was lost, reconsidered, and tabled. The Comshall belong to each of the two leading poleased the hotel and expended nearly enemy is estimated at 4,000. Their loss is In partiesto the surface. The thousands mittee on the State Honae of Correction mad.' a
litical partiesso as to make the board a
report
covering
the
ground
gone
over
by
the
$15,000 in improvements, fittings,and not known, but is heavy.
of women were on their knees praying. Senate Committee, whose report has been pub- non-partisanone, to be appointedby the
fixtures. Messrs. Shaw &, Son come hero
“The engagement lasted five hours. The The main difficulty now began. There lished, and recommendedlegislationto prohibit
from Bar Harbor, Me., where they Arabs carried off all of their dead and were still 189 men in the mine whose chance Justices of the Peace and Police Justices from Mayor and confirmed by the Common
personsto Ionia. Appropriationsof Council, was consideredin the Honse on
had for years kept hotel, and the Langham wounded.”
of life was ebbing away at eveiy instant. sentencing
$75,000 for general expenses and $5,300 for the 12th, and, after a very long and very bitHotel, under their management, seemed
A correspondentgives the following ac- Doubtless many of them had been killed special needs are recommended. Passed: Bill
ter discussion that took an almost strictly
fairly ushered into a career of permanent count of the battle: The Arabs displayed instantly by the blast of exploding
183, IncorporatingPort Huron; bill 683, Incorparty character, it was possed-nyes, 54 ;
prosperityat last. The new management desperate bravery. The marines drove the gas, and others had been smothered porating Wyandotte.In the House the Comnoes, 23. The oppositioncharged that
of tho house had recently put everything Araos from the hills and forced them to re- shortly after, before they could retreatto mittee on State Prisons reported on the Governor’s
c.uui o recommendations
icuuuMucuuAiiuuafn
ju reference
ruiereuceto
10 that
mat : Speaker Clark had been unfair toward tho
in first-rateshape, and the hotel was run- tire to the plain. Then the Indian troops the main shaft. The volunteerswent
Institution.The recommendationsare Indorsed,
opponents of the bill, and after the House
ning more satisfactorily than ever before in charged upon the Arab position,but were down again, but their progress soon was and the»»»».*,
committee further recommendthe abo- • adjourned Home very hard names were
lition of the contractsystem and the employits hiaiory. About 102 guests were living outflanked, and an unsuspected body of stopped. The shaft had been filled with
ment of convictson .the public account plan, called and a dingrocoful fight barely preat the house at the time, and of this num- Arabs succeeded in getting behind their rocks and earth shaken ont by the blasts.
the use of steam power and machinery to be
vented.
ber thirty were in the restaurant at snpper line. The Indians found themselves be- All endeavors to communicate by signal prohibited, and convicts to work by hand. They
OENERAp NOTES.
when tho fire broke out. Those employed tween two fires and fled. During this re- with the entombed men were fruitless. also recommend that the State Prison and btate
Gov. and Mrs. A'ger announce their first
House
of
Correction
be
plaoed
nnder
one
IxNird,
in the hotel numbered fifty persons, of treat they were closely pressed by the Some of the men thought they smelt fire,
that the Wardens be appointedthree months public and general reception to be given to
whom fifteen were chambermaids.These Arabs,
hamstrung the horses but this could not be definitely settled. and
before commencing their duties. Tho Honae logislatore. Judges of the Supreme Court,
girls were all on the topmost floor of the and speared the riders. The BenThere was only one way to reach the un- passed the bill- to secure minorityrepresenta- citizens of Lansing and of Michigan, at the
by cumulativevoting, by a
hotel, and escaped with great difficulty,the galese fell back in confusion upon fortunates, and this was by clearing the tion in corporations
.executive parlors at the Capitol on the
smoke rolling up the elevator shaft and the Engl sh infantryand the Guards, shaft. This news spread despair over vote of 66 to 358.
evening of the 19th. Plentpiof fine music
In
the
Senate,
bills
previously
passed
by
the
stairway in such dense mosses that escape who had been formed in a hollow Camphausen. At once work was begun
was nearly impossible, and suffocation souare, and the square leisurely retired, with a will. Thousands offered their help, Honse to abolish tho offloe of Commissioner of will be furnished, and it is expectedthat
those who care to do so will “trip the light
seemed imminent for those above, even a few while the Arabs were yelling that they had and the offers of hundreds were availedof. Immigration,to take effect June 1 next; also to
fantastic"in the marble coridors. It will
minutes after the sending of thefirstalarm. regained their lost position. At this junct- The work soon progressed.It was authorize suit to be brought to collect money
The progress of the fire was extraordinary ure artillery came to the rescue, aud a brisk tedious and dangerous. At every re- belongingto the school districtIn Lake Conn tv; be the first reception of the kiud over held
and amending the charterof Grand Rapids, in the Capitol,and will call ont a large
rapid, and within three minut38 from the fire of -----small ---shot --from
machine guns moval of the displaced rocks
— the
—
iv/vltn UUtl
and were passed on the 19th Inst. Most of the after- crowd.
discovery of the flames the upper floors aud shells from the Krupp field mortars timbers there was danger of a fresh noon was spent in consideringthe Egan 1)111
President pro tern. Belknap has been
drovfl the
thft Arabs.
Arikh* from their
fhmr position.
nnaiHrm The
Tha * />ov-ir>nr
__ »
were so dense with smoke os to render es- drove
that recently passed the House providcaving in of the sides. After eight hours
presiding in the Senate for the past two or
ing
for
the
appointment
of
a
Board
of
cape almost impossible.From the first it marines maintainedsteady firing through- work a lower level was reached, and there
and Elections for Detroit. three days, and he fills the bill as well as
was seen that the entire building was ont the engagement,but the honors of the over forty bodies were found around the Registration
bill
finally ordered redoomed. The whole place looked like a day are probably due to the Irish Lancers, shaft Suffocation had evidentlyquickly printed and plaoed on order of third an old veteran in the parliamentary harness
could
Observer.
huge bonfire surrounded by a brick wall, who changed the tide of battle by a desper- ended their struggles. The brealringof the reading. The Honae spent two hours In comso completely was the light wooden struc- ate charge nod retrieved the fortunes of air-shaftleft them at the mercy of the poi- mittee of the whole considering the bill to provide for the election of SolicitorGeneral at tne
State Items.
ture of the interior within the power of the Gen. Graham’s command when they sonous after- damp. The search went on.
same time the other State offloers are elected,
flames. From the main floor to the lofty seemed almost hopeless.
— About jjvo hundred citizens have signed
At level after level dead miners were fonnd hls salary to be $VOO, and he to be required to
cornices,both on the Wab ish avenue and
The British troops have returned to their in close proximity to the shaft In all nine- reside at the capital and be a man learned In a remonstranceagainst the formation of the
the
law.
As
the
Attorney
General
now
receives
Adam street fi on ts. the flames leaped to the former camp near Suakin.
ty-two bodies were brought to the surface but $800, the committeethought the Jump too
proposed new county out of Kent, Newaysky, carrying everything before them, as
before night The work still goes on. greatand struck ont all aft-r the enacting clause,
though the interior of the building was but
There are still ninety- seven men in the pit bnt the House refnaed to concur and recommit- go, and Montcalm.
Climate of the Soudan.
ted the bill Bills were passed : Appropriating
so much dry tinder. The thousands who
It is feared that all are dead, but the sturdy
—The proposed amendment to Manistee's
$50,234 for the Agricultural College for the next
[From the Pall Mall Gazette.]
had gathered around the corners of Wabash
Prussians with hopeful hearts are working two years; amending the statutes relative to
city
charter will likely make two wards out
avenue, Adams and State streets were in an
We published a few days ago an interview on by the light of great fires and amid the burial grounds; amending the statutes relative
agony of fear and apprehensionrespecting with Sir Henry Green on the subject of the wails of the women waiting aronnd the to health institntes; Incorporatingthe village of the First and three ont of the Third and
of Ontonagon: appropriating ii.ooo to the State
the fate of those within the building early
mine for their dead.
Pioneer Society; incorporatingthe village of Fourth, making six wards in the city.
after the commencementof the blaze, so employment of Indian sepoys in the SouIron River; for onmpnlsory reformatoryeduca—Mrs. Louise B. Stowell is the only lady
apparent was it that all retreat from the dan. The following remarks by Sir Henry
tion of juvenile disorderly peraons;to amend
GIVING HIM THE GRIP.
upon climaticinfluences,which we had not
the law for the Incorporationof associations teacher in the University of Michigan, and
upper floors must have been cut off.
Albert Victor Joins the Masons and Is Pnt for publishingperiodicals,books, etc.
About half an hour after the fire broke space to print then, may be of interest
is the third lady elected a member of the
Through the Mysteries.
A concubrentresolution,requesting the Govnowt
out, Kannte Thime, Capt Edward Shepard,
_ iBy cable from London.]
ernor to call attentionto the importance of Royal Microscopical Society of London.
“And what abont the climate, Sir Henry?"
Patrick Muilens, Edward Jones, and John
The dignity and traditional grandeur plantingtrees and observingArbor day, waa
said
our
representative.
“Well,
those
who
Walsh, of Bullwinkle’sinsurance patrol,
—The Northwest Farmer charges that
of Freemasonnr was largely vindicated
went into the store of F. R. Hilger, No. 207 have been in Scinde are not likely to be and illustrated when hist night, in adopted by the Senate on March 20. The Honse farmers in the vicinity of Charlevoix bay
bill amending the charter of Stanton w«i
Wabash avenue, for the purpose of cover- scared by the Sondan. As I spent most of the Royal Alpha Lodge, in the pres- passed.
The Governor noted hls approval of up rank butter, rechum it, and put the
ing the goods. A young man, said to be my li e in those baking deserts, I can not ence of a large company of Masons, Rince acts amending the law establishing the Hastnamed Burns, a paper-hanger, accompanied share the alarm expressed by many concern- Edward, heir presumptive to the English ings Board of Education, and amending laws stuff on the market as first-class creamery.
them. While they were engaged in their ing the prospects of a summer in the Sou- throne,was initiated by the Prince of Wales, relative to the organizationof religiona bodies.
—John Shark, of Thompson, SchoolIn the House the Governor noted hls approval
labor the south wall of the Langham Hotel dan. In Scinde we have heat so terrible his father, heir apparent, Grand Master, and of acta
acts lncori>oriting
incorporatingBad Axe, Huron County; craft County, wants any one who knows it
that
sometimes
you
may
see
horses
roll
toppled and fell upon the building, which
at the same time a working Mason, in the
is but two stories in height. The roof was over with sunstroke in ali direc- office of Worshipful Master. The lodge is County. Both houses adjourned until^Monday to furnish him the address of Lieut Grevbroken in, as was the upper floor, upon tions, but I have very seldom seen private, aud its working dates from 1722. evening, March 23.
enstine, of Company A, Illinois Volunteer
which they were at the time. They were any Enronean down with sunstroke. The The by-laws of the Royal Alpha restrict the
Cavalry.
London Culture In America.
precpitated to the floor below, and buried cause is the excessive dryness of the heat. number of members to thirty-three,nearlv
beneath a mass of debris. The fire was When the air is so dry you perspire pro- all offloers or past officers of the Grand
London culture, in its perambulating —A mysterious disease has broken out
quickly communicated to the inflammable fusely, and the perspirationsaves your life. Lodge of England. Also the principle American lecturing vein, means well, among the sheep near Lakeview. The
material of which the floor was composed. When the atmosphere is damp, the per- that no visitor can be receivedenables but it forgets that we ceased to be savanimals are •suddenlystricken blind, and
As soon as it was possible to do spiration is checked, and after sunset men the work to be carriedout in the presence age Indians several decades ago.
die in great agony within 24 hours after the
so, a large force of firemen went die like rotten sheep of heat-apoplexy.In of lodge members only. Willis’ rooms,
are Phibstines still and always, but disease strikes them.
the
Persian
campaign
we
camped
ont
from
to work to clear a passage to the
near St James Palace, was the meetingrear of the building where the men were. October to October near Peshawar, one of place. The lodge was laid ont in a first- Philistines who have passed through
— Fostoria, Tuscola County, people,
Capt Ed Shepherd and two of his men, the hottest places you can find in all Asia, floor apartment, garnished with fine por- the primary school of criticism,and who
though
living in a section famous for its
and
our
sick
was
only
2
per
cent;
while
on
have developed a certain ampnnt of
Patrick Mullens and K. Thime, were soon
traits in oil of Past Royal Grand Masters,
reached and rescued. Shepard was badly board the ships in the roads it was almost WorshipfulMasters and Wardens. There taste and cnltnre of onr own. Oar cattle, cannot buy a pound of beef, owing
bruised and nearly suffocated. Thime also impossible to live. Dry heat can be borne were chairs in gold emblematically decorat- foreign instructors stop where we begin, to tho fact that no bnteker with an eye for
suffered from cuts and bhuses and from to almost any extent with comparative im- ed and other appointmentsin keeping.The and force on adults the facts and critibusiness has yet located there.
Inhaling smoke. He will be able to be up punity. I have seen French regiments Prince of Wales took the Worshipful Mas- cisms that are already stale and weariand around again in a few days, it is saif come in from the desert with nothing on ter’s chair, donning above his Grand Mas- some to our children.
—Elmer King, a Detroit Daily Post carare a rich
Mullens was the most fortunate of the three their heads bat kepis, under a blaziug sun ter’s clothing the blue collar of a working
rier, was mistakenby a Mr. J. S. Wilson
people,
and
a
generous
people,
and
the ranks
named. He suatained but slight injuries. which
----- would
----- have
--- decimated
--------ion*. Mason, the pendant being the instrument
hence shall always excite a tender feeling for one of a gang of burglars that had enterAt 11:40 the fire patrol succeeded iu
there been the least humidity in the
which forms the rnde and proves the perin a slender-pursedLondonian out on a ed his house and shot, the ball striking him
tricating William Burns from beneath the atmosphere.
fect mass and marks him as a master of
debris. He waa removed to No. 217
“Aa regards the making of the railway the arts and sciences.All the officers wore rampage of culture ; but before the next in the shoulder blade, without fatal result
bash avenue, and Dr. Rounaevillewaa between Buakin and Berber, that railway the blue collar of working members of the noble army of intellectinvades our
—As a sample of our mild winter Mrs.
called at once. He rendered the man such 1 would probably have been made long ago
speculativecraft over purple and gold shores we would suggest that it cast
assistance as he could and had the patrol bnt for Lord Granville. Everythingwai Grand Lodge officership pendantsih silver, aside its simple kindergarten tovs, so W. H. Myers, of this city, picked twentywagon called and Barns sent to the hospi- arranged; the Doke of Teck waa to be the the centers being works of art in enamel, that when it mounts the rostrum it may five beautiful roses from under eighteen
tal. When the injured man was taken into Chairman; we had a very powerful and in with rays stndded with diamonds.
tell us something new, original, and inches of snow last Satnrday,and left h
the store he revived sufficiently to give his flaential directorate. A financial honse had
The candidate was prepared in an ad- stimulating; something that fc worth large number of buds to blossom should
-----a
_._.a
..
agreed
to
raise
all
the
money
that
was
needname and residence, bnt almost immedi
joining room for the ceremony. The craft not only the price of admission, but the
ately re Jar sed into an unconscions state. He ed, the EgyptianGovernment was to guar- does not admit illiteratepersons, and the
the weather continue t&ronbte.—Hillsdale
revived again and was conscious when re- antee 4 per cent, the whole work was com- first act required of a seeker after Masonic trouble of coming all the wav from Standard.
moved, bnt his injuries were pronounced pleted on paper, when it was suddenly knowledge is to prove himself capable of London to earn it We are Philistines,
—“A Lapeer lady froze her chin recently
fatal. He was bruised from head to foot, brought to nothing by the antipathy of the entering upon the study of the liberal arts. but we have grown weary of the conboth legs were broken, the pelvic bone was Pashas of Ca ro to any scheme which di- The Prince was then admitted with full yentional commonplaces,even though while talking with a neighbor over the back
crushed, and it was apparent that he was verted the Sondan traffic from the Nile to solemnity within the portals in the manner they be preceded by a large amount of fence." This Story was evidently started
injnred internally. Burns is married. He the Red Sea. 'You have taken away h&*f in which all enter the craft The ceremony that saccharine material which is loved
for the purpose of showing that Lapeer
is a paper-hanger, and went into the build- our trade by making the canal,’ they said, was performed with all the grace
of children, under the name of "taffy l*
ladies talk slowly and with dignity when
ing to save his tools and render suoh assist- ‘and now you want to take away the rest by and dignity which characterize the Grand
— Boston Courier.
ance as he could in preserving the property. your railway.’The scheme was stifled; but Master and his officers, all skilled
gossiping over hack tenoes.— Detroit EvenAfter Burns was taken out, Capt. Bull- one word from the Government would hava draftsmen, and all noblemen or titled perThe American steam-brake is now in ing Journal
winkle and his men returned for the pur- secured its execution. That word Lord sons. When the ceremony was compl ted
use
upon nearly all the railways of both
pose of extricatingJohn Walsh and Ed- Granville emphatically refused to say. the young Prince was seated in the place of
ward Jones, two of his own men. Their The Soudan lay altogether beyond the honor and witnessedsuch work as is re- England and France. These brakes lag tobu
S'bodies were found near the spot where BPbere of our interests,they said. So the strictedto the first degree. The lodge be- are m most oases manufactured abroad, ginning
mil., north
Burns was discovered, but both were fast railway was never oommenced, with results ing closed in due form after its labors, the bnt Americans hold the patents.
which you know only too well I naturally members adjourned to a banquet whew the Though no account of this appears in Cheney, as their supplies will be
disbeheve the stories as to the necessityfor initiate, sitting next the WorshipfulMaster,
from that point When built, the i
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

CL arch Item* with the Service* fer

To-morrow.
Reformed Church, services at

First

WILLIAM

•*. m., and 2 p.m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
rtAlDUDAY, Makcii 23, 1885. Third Reformed Chufch. on Thursday,
at 7:80 Rev. N. M. Steffens will occu
PV the pulpit. Subjects:Morning,
Election tickets and pastors printed at “It is finished " Afternoon.“The Lord’s
the News office for parties of all political Supper iu remembranceof Christ.” Evening, Missionaryaddress.
faiths.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
For the HollandUb people under Mrs. 10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
Van OMlndaV consecratedleadership, at at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.

ROGERS, Editor.

II.

Holland, Mich.,

a shield was

made, blend-

m.

Subjects:Morning, “The crucifixion
of Christ.” Afternoon, “The dying
words of Christ on the cross, Tt is fin-

la gold letters in Uol-

“The sea
Tyrants bowed, and King Alcohol

landi&h are painted the motto,
;

fled

must yield.” In the center

ished.’

”

the Scrip-

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
ture reference, and below that, the nation- Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. SunIs

al motto of Holland, “In unity is strength.”

—

__

Union Signal.

By request:

day school at 8:45. Subjects:Morning,
“The God of peace bruisingSatan under
tho feet of His people.” Afternoon,“The
greatest Sabbath day.” Evening, “Nebuchadnezar dreaming, forgetting, refusing,

Sabbath, Lav and Order League.

A

have on hand a

how

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:80 a. m.t 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.

best to secure the better observanceof the

Imported and Domestic, in

Spring trade and

for this

.

such

objects intended and

result.

The

“The

ning,

well

number ot prominent citizens of Holand came to the conclusion that they would invite a number
of representativemen from Holland and
surroundingtownships,lay before them
their report and recommendations, for
a

land and vicinity,

their action,and secure their discharge as

committee.We supposed such

ac-

tien would be more effectivethan to call
a general meeting, as

was held last year,

to which to report as

had been

On

intended.

the 24th inst. an adjourned meeting

of said

committee was held at Holland,

and of

a

number

of

W. Garvelink,

Isaac Fairbanks,Prof. Kollen, Rev. J. H.
Karsten, Rev. T. T. George, G.

ema, G. Rooks, Rev. T.

W.

Benjaminse,Rev. E. Bos,

J.

cities,

--

Eabtkr' Cards, Marbles, Base Ball,
Rubber Balls and Jumping Ropes just re-

8-tf.

fa-

ATTENTION

Woodsmen.

YATES & KANE’S.

Ladies Look!

7-2t ^

Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.

ED.
or to G.

-

-*•»—

-

going on in the slock of

free dance

G.

VAN PUTTEN

<£

SOXS WILL

HAVE A
NEW "AD”
IN THIS SPACE

-be given at

will

Skirts, Hosiery,

NEXT WEEK,

Etc

Ly-

,

Van Lou; Treasurer,K. Schaddelee. 7

gentlemen,constitute the executive committee: Arend Visscher, C. J. De Roo, G.

W. Mukina, Rev. N. Vau der Werp, the
last mimed gentleman being absent from
4be meeting on account of the severe illresolution was adopted to respectfully

D.

go

c dors at
’8.

full stock of

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitewash brashes, which they are selling at
low figures for ca!>h.

BOOTS ANDIhOES.
have just received a large new stock

of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The stock is

L.

SPRIETSMA & SON,

Holland, March 19,

Sabbath desecration. The executive com-

1885.

fall

was instructed to call public meetA very fine assortment of the latest
ings at various pi ices for the promotion styles in Gents’ Hats has just been received
* D. BEUTSpH’S. 7 2t
of the objects of this League and to ex—
to get re-

port ot this meeting published.

On motion adjourned.
J. W. Garvelink,Chairman,
€. Va:j Loo, Secretary.
Gent*’ Furnishing Goods aud fancy dry
goods, a completeHue at
D. BERTSCHU

_

LibT of lettersremaining in the post
office at Holland, Mich., March 26, 1886:
8. B. Fuller, Mrs. K. J. Scott, L.
P. P. Senour and C. Wright.

—

,

Wm. Vkrbeu,

7-2t

Silk handkerchiefs

— y*

Sumnnn

••

P.

M.

^

for 85 cents at

D. BERTSCH’B.

—

ir

Krkmers & Bangs are having an immense sale on Diamond Dyes and they are
acknowledged to be the best 10-cent dye
in the

market.

_

Canned Goods are sold at tho City
Bakery cheaper than they can be purchased anywhere in the city. A fresh

^ _

Holland Township Caucus.

ers.

Dated: March 21, 1886.

id.

7-tf.

E X T
-

at

!

!

-

TONSORIAL PARLORS

BILLY’S

yon can get a

and complete- line of

A Good Clean ShayeA Scientific Haircut, or
Invigorating Shampoo.

have the agency in this city

any time.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Hoodie Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im
proveinent on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and

Election Notice.
Clerk's OrncK,*Umr or Holland,
March 18, 1685. (
To the Electorsof Vie Cltijof Holland:
Notice Is hereby given that the annual charter
election for the City of Holland,will be held on
the fltst Monday (the sixth day) of April A. D.
1885, in the several wards of said city at the plsces
designated by the Common Council, as follows:

FIBSKLASS TOILET WATEB FOB

see them.

!

Holland. Mich., March

19,

1685.

W |ASTOPPED

!

|

'

j jfl mlniano

I

FREE

v bfdWtlOUSSMCCtSt,

Persons Hestored

B H ArNRKVB
“ Nerve
Restorer
DlSRASBS.Oulynre
for A'trrt Aff'ttumt . Fits, F.pilrpty,tic.
iNPALt.iBLK If taken at directed. A'i* Ftit afur

Goods delivered free of charge,
B.
Holland, June

SALE

W. BAUMGARTEL,

curt

In the First Ward, at the Common Council
r°la\he Second Ward, at the office of H D. Post.
In tho Third Ward. at. Cagle Hose IV*. rooms.
In the Fourth Ward, at the residence of Geo. H.

14,

WYNHOFF.

IrsUtay't mu. Treatise »n-l fa trial bottlefree tn
'It |«tlenu. they paying eipresscharges on hoi when
tcetred. Send names, P. O. and express address of
afflicted to Dn.KLINH.oti Arch SL.Philadelnhia.Pa.
Druggist*.
Of imitating
UBS.

BEWARE

fra

1883.

13-1

y

SAt said electionthe following officersare to bo
elected aud proposition voted upon.
stats ornosns.

Two Regentsof

tho University, and one Jus Ice
tho Supreme Court, whose term of ofllco will begin on the first day of January,A. D. 1880.
Prot)osltlonto contract a loan.
Proposition to raise by loan the sum af thirtyfive thousand dollarsfor the purpose ol building a
new Court House In said county of Ottawa.
of

CITY OFFICERS.
the place of W. H. Beach, whose

expires.

term of office
, , _
One Supervisor In the place of Kommer bchnddelee whose terra of office expires;
one city Clerk in the place of Geo. H. Slpp,
whose terra of office expires.
One City Treasurer iu t he place of Cornelius Ver
Schure. whose term of office expires.
one City Marshal in the place of Edward Vacpell, whose term of office expires.
One Jastlce of the Peace, for full term, ofllce
now vacatit.
Two School Inspectors, fall term, In place f
Isaac Cappon and Thomas J. Boggs, whose teim
of office
<
.

1884.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1885

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS. CAPS.

(

expires.

WARD omOKRS^

For the First Wmf.-One Alderman In the place
of John A. Ter Vree, whose term of office exptrw ;
and one Constablein the place of CharleaOdell,
whose term of office
.
tor the Second Ward. -One Aldertnanjn the
Notice is hereby given that a People’s
place ol John Benkema, whoa* term of- office exCaucus of the voters of Holland 'ownship pire*; and one Constable In the place of John
will bo held in the townhome of said Van Den Berg, whose term of office expires.
Ftr the Third Ward.-Une Aldt-mian In the
township on Friday, April 8, 1886, at
place of Rclnder E. Workman, whose term of
1 o’clock p. m., for the purpose of noml
office expire* ; and on* CoMtobl* In the piece of
oating candidates for the several townsnip offices. A so-called“doable ticket”
will be made. By request of. several vot-

stock Just reclved.

VAN DER HAAR,
1883.

fashion.

7-ly

mittee

7-2t

JNT

19,

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

One Mayor in

at---

!

for the celebrated

to

request the Macatnwa Park Association, complete and embraces the latest styles of
the Boat, and U. & W. M. R. R. Compa- Ladies’ aud Gents' bhoes, which are sold
nies, and the various livery stable proprie- at reasonable prices. We sell
tors, to afford no opportunity, by means of Fargo’* Boot* and Fine Ladies Shoe*.
public conveyancesor entertainmentsfor

fisl

n.

Rot land, March

at

I

I

BERTSCH

Kuemkrs & Banos have a

We

.-ness of bis wife.

and

ol all shades

M

Hess

Oil!

always on hand.

Bakery.

2:
Silk thread

of
as

I have secured a quantity of Imported powdered
Chocolate from the Ne'tn-rlands,which should find
a ready sale iu this locality.

White Goods,

CROCKERY

.....

For fresh herbs and pure drugs
the Central Drug store.

Garvelink; Secretary,

These, together with the following named

at the City

a

to

FIRST-CLASS GROCERY STORE

in endless variety.
A

ceum Hall on Thursday evening,

of the leave it

W. Diekema, 2nd Vice

tend its membership.
The secretary was instructed

and every thing appertaining

‘

League: President, Prof. G. J. Kollen; 1st

A

GROCERIES,

WYNHOFF

B.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,

Miss Lucina Brooks. The dancing
The will commence at 9 o’clock. ReSabbath, Law and Order League ol Hol- ception from 7 until 9. All my
land and surrounding Townships" was friends are invited.
George Henry Fubman,
formed. All the gentlemen above named
Holland,
March 20, 1885.
signed the constitution, thus becoming
members, twenty-four in number. MemJ. Pessink is agent for the American
bership Is free to all in sympathy with lie Steam Laundry of Grand Rapids and all
objects of the League. The following who have laundry work will do well to

C.

has Just received a new and fresh stock of

Call and see me In the brick store next to the
post office.

Free Dance.
A

VAN DER HAAR,

at the store of

article by article. Bigpatures were then

W.

Sons’ store.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

The report was accepted and adopted and April 2, the occasion being the marsaid constitution discussed and adopted riage of George Henry Fliefhan to

President, J.

Supt.

Tax-payer's Caucus.

tax payers of the city of Holland
be to secure by all proper means, such as
are requested to meet iu Lyceum Hall, on
moral suasion, general education,and II Wednesday evening, the 1st day of April
necessary by legal proceedings, the obser- next, at half past 7 o’clock, for the purvance ol all laws and ordinances ealeu pose of nominating city officers to be
elected at the charter election on April 6
lated to secure and protectSociety Irom
next By request of many citizens.
the baneful effects of the desecrationof

etltutlon for such a league was also reported.

VER SCUURE,

Van Putten &

Ib

carry a ful* stock ol
Humphrey’s Homcepatbic Specific.

A con*

we will make up

Genuine Cyclone

BERTSCH,

D.

Khkmers & Bangs

the Sabbath, the use of intoxicatingliquors,

suit.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long
Every thing tn the Grocery line from.a pound
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
salt to a barrel of sugar will be sold us cheap
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
anywhere lo this city.
For making contractsor further information apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.

The

President,

in the larger

NEW GROCERYSTORE
H.

I

der League,” the object of w hich should

Vice

bought

Farmers and

Elm

PESSINK’S.

and Or-

dffleers

give our customers as

as can be

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
In large and small cans at
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Krkmeks & Bangs.

Spijkerman,

secrerary.The committee reported iu

gentlemen were elected as

work

cost.

Fresh Sweet Cider, ut

Vim ZwHluwenburg, G.
Van Zoeren, T. J. Klooster, N. M.

secured to said constitution onl

low, while the

In order to close out our heavy weight goods

ceived at

VV.

committee.J. W. GarvelinK was chosen
chairman of this meeting and 0. Vau Loo

;

aim to

coming season.

the

SPRING OVERCOATS.
Spring Overcoats at

fliefia’

R

profanity, and other immoralities.

well

-

Pa.

W. Mok-

Jones,

vor of forming a “Sabbath, Law

worn

and save them from five to ten dollars on a

have just added to my stock an immense variety of the latest styles and
Steffens,D. D., Rev. P. Lcpeltak, Isaac
shades iu Dress Goods which I am selling
Mareilje, and Arend Visscher, K. Schad- for o cents up to $1.80 |>er yard. Call aud
delee, and C. Van Loo, members of said examine and secure a dress.
J.

will be extensively

made and good-fitting garments

1885.

ma, Rev. D. Broek, Prof. Scott, W. Diek-

C. J. De Roo,

Moses.”

-

call of

gcntlemeu invited the

following were present: J.

a

These goods are made especially

will always be first-class. We shall

Bucklen’aArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
For Sale.
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
A
Foundry
and Finishing shop Cheap
rnouey refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
on
reasonable
terms. Inquire of
For sale by H. Walsh.
W. M. Deeming,
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Holland, March, 5,
5-3m
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Buy your Patent Medicines and Drugs
Treatise and $3.00 trial bottle free to fit at the Central Drug Store.
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
White’s Pulmonarla has no equal for
Phila.,
13-ly
coughs and colds. Try it. Fur sale by
Khkmers & Bangs, Druggists.

committee

held several meetingsand consulted with

such

desirable styles; also

Our prices will be reasonable and comparatively

De Bruyn, pastor.

whether or not legal means could be used
secure

new and

selected line of pants patterns.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
the baneful effects of its desecration.A George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
committee was appointed to Investigate and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
and report what course should be pur- Morning, “The great surprise.” Eve-

to

stock of

CASSIMERE, CORKSCREW AND WORSTED SUITINGS,

Sabbath aud protect the community from

sued to reach the

full

P

threatening.”

meeting was held last year, at the

First Church, in Holland, to consider

MERCHANT TAILORS

Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Dread
changed to delight. Evening. “The willing

ing their history with the temperance Savior and the Quwllling sinner. Congrecause, of sky blue satin— their favorite gational singing. Opening anthems by the
uolor— lined with white satin, trimmed on choir. Weekly praise aud prayer meeting Thursday at 7:80 p. m. All are welthree aides with gold fringe and suspended'
come.
from a gilt rod, having a gilt knob at
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
either end. From these knobs Is fastened Hroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
a gilt cord by which to hang the shield, 2 p.
Snndav School at 8:45 p. m.
and from the ends of these cords depend Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

handsome tassels.

BIRTTSSE

9:80,

expire*.

Braa«$ho*e ieamat Medina.

^

^

FLDMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

JlfTANTS

L &
BJGKEXTZZ

S.

A”WTT

|

STREET.
V

W

W:

HOLLAND CIT7 KEW5.

and Libby Prison and found old Libby
grinding out. phosphorous by the ton for

W. H. Rogers, tdilbr and Publisher. feriilizlngpurposes. The material from

which this fertilizeris made is bones.
of Subscription.
$1.50 per year if paid in admin*; $1 75 if The neighborhood of the old prison is
paid at three month*, and iU.OO if
scented to a degree that is as unbearable
paid at rix month*.
as that of h glue factory. An old darkey
Terms

Hated of ndvmMojr made known on app ioHlon.
Yearly advertisera have ihe jiriviloxi' of three

changes.
Hn«lnes8 Cards In City Directory, not over three
per annum.
NoticesofBirths.Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for snbscrlners.
fc*y~Alladvertising billa collectableuuarterl

who was employed in sorting bones, cn
was from Michigan, gave

learning that I

me three pelrifUd smrks’ teeth which he

lines. $2

had found among his
mansion
i

New

Davis was visitedalso but

am "spinning out” too

lengthy a letter,

I find plenty of laud agents here and

For the Holland City News:

The

of Jett

of hones. The

pile

are all very kind.

Court House.

The weather is

they

delight-

ful. I am favorably impressedwith RichMr. Editor:— Iu reply to the com- mond and like the old town. I go from
ments on my letter in the Nrws on the here to Norfolk.
"New Court House Question” by my
M. Harrington.
worthy friend, Geo. D. Sanford, Super. A Walking Skeleton.
visor the city of Gland Haven, I will
frankly admit of not having noticed nt

Mr. E. Springer, of Mechanicsburg,Pa.,

the time, the clause in the report he infers writes: *T was affleted with luntr lever

I should have

to, else

against the

adoption

certainly voted and abscess on lungs,
that part of

and reduced

to a

wulkiuir Skeleton. Got a free trial bottle

it.

The report being so lung and treating of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con
chiefly on repairs done on the Jail, very sumption, which did me so much good
likely gave it* no* close attention,or may that I bought a dollar botile. After using
have been engaged with something else three bottles, fou"d myself once more a
during the reading of the same. With man, completelyrestored to health, with
this explanation, is my "voting and my a gain in flesh of 48 lbs."
Inconsistent.I think

letter”

it is

more of

Call

an inconsistency that a 8upervi»or,repre-

at

Lung

of

this certain cure lor

Diseases. Large bottles $1.00.

a resolution declaring the present Court

House

to bo in

a "dilapidated condition,”

The Secret Art

of

Beauty lies not in cos-

i

metics, but only in pure blood and healthy

while an insurance agent of the same city
insured the very same Court House build- action of the vital organs, to be obtained
ing for $2,000, declaringthereby that the

by Burdock Blood Billers.

building is worth over and above that

amount. As
is necessary

For Rheumatism, Lumbago, Neuralgia.
my admitting that $2,000 Cramp and Colic there Is no remedy sufor repairs and more vault
to

perior to the genuine Dr. Thomas’ Eclec-

room, of which friend Sanford speaks, no

tiic Oil

unprejudicedmind can gather that from

my

Incrrdiblk as

Utter.

it

may

the richest plantersin

K. Schaddklee, Supenisor.
Holland, March 24, 1885.

coffee

seem,

many

of

Jamaica live cn

drawbacks

of

married life

Wo

Virginia and of

my

m!?®

mittee on County Buildingsof said County, sub-

It.

mit for your consideration the following lacis:

Georue d. Turner, County Clerk.

separatebuilding for Register of
Deeds, and vaults,would be nearly $5,000,to have
It In good shape, and then the voter must reallxe
that the valuable records of the Judge of Probate,
County Treasurer, and County Clerk would stillbe
unprovided for, and still remain In danger. The
Committee altera thorough examinationof the
old Conrt House building, and the vaults for the
public records, we feel compelled to say in regard
to the vaults,we find them full,and many records
of much value are not kept thereinfor lack of
room, and as to the safety of the records in the
vault.It Is onr opinion, and the opinion of many
others who nave examined said vaults,that in case
the Court House should bum down the records
would be lost, and we think It a fact that no one
a

can deny that It should be lost or materially

fix

the

first im-

pressions gained of the climate, soil, and

or even

Long winded

articles are

being published

in the Holland papers, setting Inrtb the

necessity of a new court house, etc., elc
of these essential We are inclined to think that they will
points which form the most important pel left. They are too anxious. When a
a

fairly correct statement

part of a newspaper letter. I will, there- majority of

the citizens of the county
simply an account want a court house, they won’t need the
few places which have persuasive influence and eloquence of

myself

of my visit to

a

to

occupied a most prominent place iu the Grand Haven lawyers to

Richmond.
Leaving home I went via. the Cbicug",
Louisvilleand New Albany R. R. to L"U*
history of

•

THE PASTRY
IF

dam-

loss than the cost of building the new Court

Ky.

make

votes.—

through which we passed were things un
pleasant to a great many, hut to a

To the Taxpayers and Voters of Ottawa

"Mich-

County.

igan Wolverine'' were simply enchanting.
At the last meeting of Ottawa

The view of the distant Blue Range and
the Allegahnies were novel sights for us

County Board

of

Supervisors, held In January,1886. the following
Resolution wa« ofli-rcd by Mr. Geo.

D.

.Sanford:

WAsnas, The presentCourt Uouhc is in an old
and our sand banks along the shore of
and dilapidated condition, the building needing
Lake Michigan sank 100 degrees in our many repairs,among which la an entirely new
estimate of their grandure. All through

we were

still

was like

a

dream

speedingon our way

to

me,

to the

mure vault loom, as the present vault Is entirely too small for present wants of several
county officers, and quite au addition to the vault
is demanded and must be furnished.And
roof,

Whereas.In case of fire,which Is liable to hapseven-hill city of Richmond. Thoughts, pen any day, the Records of this County, ami
other valuable books and papers, of more value to
varied in character, flashed through my the people than the entire expense of a new Court
mind. The history made twenty years House, would almost to a certainty be destroyed
and cause a very largo smount of litigationand
ago was uppermost and the strife and con- ironblfl to property owners of the county. There-

tention that existed then, and the ap-

fore.

be

It

III.Powder Co.y

Price Baking

requirementsof the law for several reasons. Chicago,
8t. Louli, Me.
NAKCRS OP
1st. The buildingwe use fora Court House is
now not sufficiently
large fora Court House for
Dr. Price’s Cream Diking Powder
Ottttwa County. 2nd. The fire proof officesor
-and—
vaults are not safe againstfire,and as the old
Dr.
Price’s
Lnpulin
Yeast Gems,
building Is not worth repairing,it is bad policy to
neat Dry Bop Yeu.t,
throw away money year after year for building
FOSZ SAX.E
Q-BOCEBO.
temporaryvaults with the uncertainty of their beWE MAKE DUT ONE QUALITY.
Ing fire proof so long as they are attached to the
old court house building.As we have said before,
that when a manor of this kind is submittedto
the people they are very apt to cry high tuxes and
vote against It without stopping to Investigateand
find out whether it is economy to vote against It,
or even find out how muoh the extra taxes would
amount to annually, but vote againstthe matter
blind, with both eyes open. Now to enlighten
ourselves on this subject, let us look into this tax
matter settle and see how much It Is going to cost
us in taxes annually to vote yes for this proposl
Hon. and If correct what benefit we will derive
therefrom. The total amount of Interest for fif
teen years will be $.8,220. Bonds $25 000. Tola'
bonds and Interest $58 220. Average ambnnt of
principaland Interestpayable annually for flltcen
years, $8,548. The equalizedvaluationfor the
county for the year 1884 was $18,880,120. The
equalized valuation for the year 1884 was $18,488.400, making an Increase In one year of $105 988
increase,f or fllloen years at the same rate of
The best dry hop yeast tn the world. Bread
fill the

BY

valuable papers will he safe and secure from fin-,
and the honor such a building would be to the
county and the citizens therein,and on the other
hand considering the amount of taxes we arc an
ntmlly expendingon the old conrt house and for
building temporaryvaults and offices, ai.d the unsafe con iltionof our records, and tb« anxiety,
trouble and litigationIt would coet If then-cords
should be damaged or detroved by fire, and the
disgrace the old clap trap of a thing wo call a court
house Is to Ottawa county, and then say how any
sane taxpayer in the county can conscientiously
vote agaln«t Issuing the bonds Is a problem which
does not seem possible for any one to explain.
Hoping that every taxpayer In the county will
look Into and investigatethoroughlyIti all Its
bearings and consider the small amount of tax
each taxpayer will have to pay annually for a new
and well arranged convenient and respectable
looking court house, and fireproof vault, and on
the 6th day of April next, vote yes to Issue the
bonds. Is the prayer of your humble servants.
Ciias. H. Clark.

r

i>ATKn, Dec. 29th, A. D. 1884.

who

$10,000

d

We

DofutiM liAviug b> eu made In the conditions of a
certain raor’gag.- made by Harm K. Bakksr and
HendrlkjeBakfccr. his wife, to Peter Roon and Jacob Boon, dated December ttnd, A. D. 1879, and
recorded In the oP ce of the Register of Deeds, for
the County of O' taw*, pud Htate of Michigan, on
the fifth day of January, A. D.. 1882, In liber 29 of
mortgages, on page 399 on which mortgage there
Is claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
aumof three hundred and sixteen dollars, which
mortgage, and the note and debt secured thereby,
said Jacob ROffii. for himself, and aa the only legal
heir of Peter Romt. deceased, did on the twentieth
(SO) day of December, A. D.. 1883. assign, roll and
transfer,to Koulof Broekhul*. and which assignment was recordedIn the office of toe Register of
Deeds for said County of Ottawa, on the Wibday
of December, A. D. 1888. at 10 o’clock,a, m , in
liber 20, of mortgages on page 564. and no aultor
proceedings at law or in equity having been Instituted to recover iho moneys secured bv said mortgage. or any part thereof; now. therefore,by virtue of the power of sale contained in vatd mortgage, and the statute In such case made and provided. notice Is hereby given that on Tuesday,the
thlrty.flrattSIsiJidayof
March. A. D., 1885, at two
o’clock In the afi. rnoon. I ahall sell at Public Auction. to the highest bidder,at the front door of Iho
Court House, tn the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa
County, Michigan, (that being the place where the
Circuit Court for Ottawa County la holden), the
premises described I it said mortg ige, or so much
thereof as may be necessary io psy the amount
due on said mortgage,with seven per cent. Interest and all legal costs, the premises being described In said mortgace as all that certain piece
and parcel of land situate In the Townshipol
Jamestown. In the County of Ottawa and Hnite or
Michigan, and known and describedas follows:
The east one half (e If) o| the north throe fourths
(n
the north east quarter (n o #) of the north
west quarter (n w V* of sectiontwenty-one(21),
Township five (6) north of range thlrtcei. (18) west,
containing fifteen (I5i acres or land, more or less,
according to government survey.
Dated, December 39th. A. D., 1884.

X)

KOKLOF BKORKHUH.

|Uii $oad$.

GERRIT J, DrEREMA,^""*^
AU'y

for

Assignee of Mortgage.

Chicago 4nd Weit Michigan Bailway.
Taking

Sunday, January 18, 1884.

Kffect

Holland
Chicago.

From
to

Nl’t;

Day

p. m. p. m. a.m.
10t55 1 10 10 20

11

20

11

82 .

12

26
47

.....
..

2

05

i 17
2 10 3 00
2 20 8 10
8 50 ' 3 55
7 80| 6 5')

12

10 35
10 65
11 45
12 05
1 30
1 42
2 50
5 45

to

Otto Breyman

Holland.

Day Nl’t
Mall. Exp Exp.

TOWNS.

Exp.jhxp. Mali

Prom Chicago

p tn. p.m.
3 on 10 16
East baugntuck 2 45
New Richmond 2 37
..Gd. Junction. 8 05 9 2»
... ..Bangor ..... 1 4+ 9 16
.Bt ntoii Harbor. 12 40 8 -2
.. .Ht. Jofenh...12 30
8 05
..New Buffalo.. It A) 7 25
... Chicago.... 8 55 4 20

-dealer la-

a.m.
6
4
4
8
3
2
2
1

00
37
81

Jewelry, Watches,

60
32
30
20
15

1C 30
a. m. p tn p.m.
a. m. p.m. p. m.
Geo. D. Hanford,
Committee on County Buildluga of the Ottawa
GRAND KAPID8 BRANCH.
County Boat d of Supervisors.
From Holland to
From Gd. Rapids
Grand BapAdt.
to Holland.
To Committee on Public Buildings, Sic.
a. in p. in p m.
Gentleman: -I beg leave to say In answer to p. in u. in. a. m.|
10*5
3 00 t5 00!,
.Holland.... 10 10 1 15 10 DO
your favor of the 12ih Inst, that the Records show
3 15 5 11
.Zeeland.... 10 02
10 42
that on Nov. 0, 1816, Robert Stewart and others
8
35
5
31]
.Hudsonvlllc:9 45
to 13
quit claimed the Boat'd of Supervisorsof Ottawa

Resolved. By the Board of Supervisors of Ottawa
in suasion,that the question of build
Ing a new Court House, at «n expense not to exgest. d the bestowing of an eternalbenedicceed 885.000.and of Issuing of the bonds of this
County in the above amount, with Interest at the
tion on the heads of those martyrs
rate of 6 per cent as follows: $8,000 Jan. 1,1891;
fell in supporting the union of stales. $8,000 .Inn. 1. 18!i5;
1900; $9.00)1
Jan. 1,1905, be submitted to the voters of this eonntv, and their successor* In offl<«e. all right title
The first' ph.ee I visited, worthy of note county at the next annual election, to Ire hula
Ac., h y ht said Stewart and other, had to the
was "Washington’s headquarters, ”a stone Monday. April 0, 18S2.
present court bouse square, as appeui of Record.
On motion of SupervisorClark, the considera- See Liber B p ig** 266 and the lfec->rrisof P iw« r Uf
building about 18x22 feet, where Rawley,
Attorney, recordedIn Llb r A p. ;7*, dated Jan.
tion of the Resolution was made a special order
24, 1840; I Iber A p. 502, dated NOV. 15. 18)2; LI
whose initials are carved on the outside of
for to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock,after the read- ber A p. 04. dated June 12, 1880; Liber A p 137,
the building, was court-martialed.
W ach- ing of the Journal.
dated April 32. 1834; Liber B p. 581. dated July 14.
1846. 'I he quit-claim deed wsa filed Nov. 14, 18x>,
ington’s wine closet, not very extensive The special order being the Resolutionoffered
bv which the c mnty. through the Board of Superby the way. was inspectedclosely in the by Mr. Sanford, on ihotlon It was referred to a visors,became the owners in fee of the land so
long as the same is used for pnblic purposes, viz:
hope of discovering a prohibition hatchet Special Committee consisting of the Supervisors Conn House and other pablic buildings.You will
Clark, Van Loo, Sanford, Porter and Mayor Beach,
see that the rnumy has beeu In continuous, open
story for the benefit of the future genera- who reported on th« subject matter as follows:
and notorious possession of the premises for more
lions of American youths. Back of the To the Honorable Bom* at Suparcieors of Ottawa] than $1 years. I deem the title good as the county
has all tne title there ts.
County:
building grows a mulberry tree, sa
to
I am, Gentlemen.Your Obed’t ServH.
BQEWTL«M«u:-Yoor
UEMTLBUIIC-Xoor committee
Committeeto wb<
whom was
Geobos W. MoBiude. Pros. Atl'y.
new Court
have been planted by Washington and is referredthe proposition of buildinga net
House for this County, have had the sublet
ert under
Grand Haven, Mich . Heb. 12. 1885.
also said to be the largest tree of the kind consideration and beg leave to respectful
ally to re- Siessrs. Turner, KeOey. Soule and Hyma.
Gknti.enrn:— Wishing to place a fail and
Mo the State, it la nearly two feet in diame- port as follows:
We recommend that a proposition to bntld a candid starument before the voters of this county,
ter . From this tree projects the iron bol ts new Conrt House be submittedto the decision of wl'l you kindly furnish us a statement as to want
the Electors at the next Kpring election, April 6. of robin in present v.ialta attached to conrt bouse.
where the "father of his country" tied bis 1885. Said bnilding to cost $85,000.and ho»d»to Also your opinion aa to vaults being fire proof in
be la«ued Air that amount, payable as 'oIIowb: case of fire destroying the coart hoase building.
horse.
$2,000 annually on the 1st day of Pebrn-iry (n each We ask this as yoo are constantly on the gronnd
also visited Washington's monu- of the years 1886 to 180S Inclusive,and $8,000 In and have a fall chance to know in reference to the
each of the years 1806 to 1900. inclusive,with In- lack of mom for valuable hooka and papers, and

parent peace and prosperity of now, sug- County,now

.

e

Mortgage Sale.

Powder

it

“nd

mSAftID BY TMI

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

Coopemille Observer.

I

dream, for

hols, dated January28d. A D. 1873. and recorded
In the office of the registerof deeds, for the comity
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,on the ninth
day of Aortl. A. 1). 1878. in Libor Z of mortgages,
on paw 51. on which mongage and the note accomimnlng the same there Is claimed to be dne at
the date of this notice the sum of five hundred and
twenty-'onr dollars provided for in said mortgage,
and no mjR or proceedings at law or In equity havIng been Institutedto recover the raonoyasecured
by ss d mortgage, or any part thereof; now therefore, by virtue of the power of sale containedIn
said ntortgajre, ami the statute In such case made
and provided, notice Is hereby given that on Tuesday t be thlrtvfirst(31st) day of March, A. D. t?*5.
at one o'clock In the afternoon. I shall sell at Public Auction, to the highest bidder, at thefront door
of the Court House In the City of Grand Haven
Ottawa Coonty. Michigan (that being the place
where the Circuit Court for Ottawa County labelden), the premisesdescribed In said mortgage, or
so ranch thereof ss may be necessaryto pay the
amount due on said mortgage, with eight per cent
Interest; and all legal costs, the premises being dcscribed In said mortgage as all those certain piece*
and parcels of land situate in the Townshipof
Jamestown. In the Connty of Ottawa, and Htate of
Michigan, and known and described as follows;
The sou’ll half (*M) of the south half (s «)of the
north erst quarter (o
of the north west quar*)
nwth h«lf in y) of the north
half (n »v) of the north half (n %) of the south east
quart!
e K) of iho north west quarter (n w WL)
of section twenty-one(91) Township five (5) nortb
of range thirteen (18) west, containing In all fifteen
(15) airea of laud, according to United States sjir-

FLAVOR THEY STAND ALONE.

YEASTGEMS

this

Mortgage Sales
Dofanlt having been msite In the eondltlops of

W*

A Two-Cent Stamp
found the weather at this sent wilh your full address to A. V. H.
Carpenter. General Passenger Agent, Milplace mild and also found plenty of mud.
waukee, Wis., will bring to you one of
Leaving this "pleasant place” I took the the following-named publications, issued
Chesapeake and Ohio R. R. to Richmond. for free distribution by the Chicago, MilThe scenery along this railroad is grand waukee & 8t. Paul Railway. If you desire to know where to spend the summer,
add is beyond my humble power of deask for a "Guide to Summer Homes” and
scription. I have a distant recollection of a copy of "Gems of the North-West.” If
hearing nil my fellow passengersexclaim you think of going to Omaha, Denver,
$1,(89.835average valuation,for fifteen years $14."nothing equals this, this side of the San Francisco. St. Paul, Minneapolis, etc., 281.371.
but to make the pur cunt an even quarter raised by this yeast to light, white and whol»ask lor "A Tale of Nine Cities.” If you
mill on one dollars valuationwe will reduce the
Rocky Mountains,”but I was completely
want to invest in, or go to, any portion ol average valuation for fifteenyears and call it $14,- lome like our grandmother’s dellclom bread.
enraptured.There were some, features the Western States or Territories,ask for 192.000, w hich would necessitatethe assessing of
GROCERS SELL THEM.
miPASSO EV TN«
connected with this trip that timid per- a copy of our 28-page illustratedpamphlet twenty-five cents on each thousand dollarsvalna
lion annually, for fifteen years, or two and onePrice Baking
Co.9
sons did not enjoy. The passing by ol entitled "The North-West and Far West.” half cents on one hundred dollars valuation tor the
All of these publications contain valuable same number of years (to pay in full the entire
lanTrs of Dr. Price’s special Flawim Emeu,
some of those curves where mighty rorka
informationwhich can be obtained in no bonds and Interest). Now In view of the small Chicago, III.
8t. Louis, Mo.
tax to be assessed annually, and the many benefits
hung toweringhundreds of feet above the other way.
to be derived from a new and commodiouscourt
house, wtth fire proof vaults where our records and
cave and the numerous dark tunnels
ieville,

DIAMONDS,
iilnmrt, Plaleta, ui Facer Gd\
Gold and Silver Watches at Heanonahle Prices.

.

The largest assort meat of

.

3 46 5 44:. . (Jrandvllle..J 9 82
9 56
H 15 4 07 6 Of)1, Grand Rapids. { 9 10 12 25 +9 35
p. in p.
a. m.1
a. m. t». m. p. nt.

DlAfctOKTFD RINGS

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

ever dhplayed in Huh city.

„Muskegon.
to
m

From
m.

p.

3
3
8
4
4
4

a.

i« 10
25 10
35 10
00 !1
06 11
41 II

m

m

A

20 +5 30
40
48
05
13
65

to Holland.:

p.m p.m. p.m.
1 10 3(W 9 40

v*,0|te|>d5 57 ...West Olive...
2
9 17
6 07 ... iobnsviUe....
2*7 907
6 30 ..Grand Haven. 12 25 206 850
6 40 ...Fmrsborg .. 12 20 200 ‘8 40
7 15 ...Muskegon....
11 65 1 20 +8 00

p.m. a. m.

*

to

V

Allegan.

p.m

am

From Allegan

e.m.

alto keep on baud a large sssortmcul of

SPECTACLES
aod $

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
to

p.m. tom.

8 00 . •••• 10 10 - .Holland ..... 5 10 10 10
890 • • •• * 10 25 ....Fillmore..,; 455 9 50
3 35
M 81 ...Hamilton....4 4.5 9 42
847 ..... 1 04 ....Donning.... 4 85 980
4 15 ..... 11 05 ..... Allegan ..... 4 15 905

tom,

I

tom. p.m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland

^

From Muskegon

Holland

P.m. a.m.

• Mixed trains,
t Runs dally; all other train* dally except 8un-

All the

Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
I am prepared lo do repair!! * and engraving promptly and In the best manner.

ment, capitol building, and other places

of interestbat of which we will
special mention.

4

B. MeHUOH.
General PassengerAgent.

NO POISON
IN

tv

A. flYMA. County Ireasurer.

PACTS.
The cost of

M:

W:

fireproofoffices and all necessary public buildings,

of the people, to give a lengthy

fore, confine

S AM.

K

Richmond, the ment Society are working hard in the
and keep the same In good repair.See sec. 2152
capitol of the late Southern Confederacy. southern part of the county to secure a
Howell's Annotated Statutes.Now we submit
I have not really been long enough in the big vole in favor of the new court-house.
this fact, that our Court House and vaults do not

and

.

-

trip to

State to corroborate

.

8

tended court or done any businesstherein. It is
Erysipelas and Salt Rheum was driven
undoubtedlya fact that many taxpayersof the
entirely away from Mrs. .1. C. Anderson.
County are not aware of, that bv law every organFrom Eiohmond, Virginia.Peshligo, Wis., by Burdock Blood Bitters.
teed County in this Hlate Is in duty bound to proYanllln, Lemon, Orange, etc., flnvor Cakes,
No equal as a blood purifier.
Mr. Editor:— According to my promise
vide at the County Seat of each County a suitable Creuras, Pudding*, <fcc., na delicatelyimd naturally us the O-nlt ft-om which they are made.
I send yon a brief account of my visit to
Mf.mbkrs of the Grand Haven Improve- Court House, and suitableand sufficientjail and FOR STRENGTH AND TRUE FRUIT

--

.

ALT,?

For the Holland City News:

-----

V

.

Is

—

TOWNS Pass. Pass. Mix.

m

er

of the

1885.

18,

ooma wist.
Pass. Mix’d Pass.

•

For the benefit of the few readers of House and fire proof vaults. We find the old shell
this paper who do not alieady know that of a Court House (which by the way never costs
the sickness of the littleones. For n cold
DeLand’s Saleratusand Soda is kept to the County anything except for repairs,but Ihep
or cough yon cannot find a better remedy
the highest standard of excellence,we considering the value of the old thing, has been
than Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. Nearly all would say that such is the case, while the far more than it Is worth) is not only insufficient,
physicians prescribe it and no family price is no higher than second-rate goods. lllarranged, Inconvenient,lllvCntllatedamt unhealthy for occupancy, but Is a disgrace to Ottawa
Use DeLand’s only.
should he without it.
County, which no one dare deny, who has ever atOne

Taking effect Jan.

i

aged by fire, the County would sustain a far great-

grounds.

Michigan and Ohio Bailroad.

a. ut.
p. m.
a. in. p. m.
to 10
5 45 L Toledo A tl 10
5 10
11 02
6 40 . Dundco.. 10 10 4 15
11 21
7 04 ..Britton .. fl 46 8 62
11 99
7 09 . Rtdgewa
9 42 3 47
11 39
7 16 .Tecumsvh. 0 39' 3 37
11 55
7
... Tiptun..,
0 17 8 29
court files,which have to ho packed nwav. and
7 -15 .. .Onsted.. 905 3(18
The Cnnimlltee on County Building* of the Ot- many of the valuable records of the County Trcaa- 12 08
12 80
H 09 ..Addison,, 848 2 45
tawa County Board of Supervisors believe that Its nrer’s office have to he kept In the' office, exposed 12 48
8 21 .. Jerome.. 8 26 8 28
to certain loss If tKe conn h'.nse should burn,
usually the case, when a proposition of this kind
12 65
832 ..Moscow.. 8 20 9 21
here being no room for them In the vaults. There
1 06
8 42 ..Hanovrr,. 809 2 10
is submittedto the tax payers, that many of them
la no qm-stlon bin that new vaulla will have to be
.1 17 a. m. 8 63 .. Pulaski.
7 59 I 69 p. m.
are apt to overlook the object or necessity for built within a year to store the rapidly accumulat- 1 38 « 20 9 15
...Homvr.. 7 37 1 38 8 00
ing county records,or leave a large part of them
2 05 6 47 it 44 ..Marshall .
which the propi slUon Is made and vote against It
7
11
7 88
1 12
in the offices>vlth no protection against loss by
2 17 6 69 fl 67 ...Cerwcn,. 6 50
fire.
(as a general thing) to their own detriment,on the
1 0) 7 31
7 17 10 15
.BattleCr»k 6 40 19 42 7 03
We are in no butter positionto answer your 22 36
gronnds and for no other reason lhanthat It will
56 73^
..*ngueta..
12*2 6 43
question whetherthe present v iults woultf prott-ct
3
01
make their taxes a little higher, while at the same iho county records If th*- court house sbopld burn
7 48
..Yorkvllle
12 16 fl 35
3 10 7 59
KlchUnd
time they will submit to a less amount of taxes than any citteuns who nuderrtaudthe Mutation,
18 09 629
3 45 8 14
Montleth..
II 80 6 55
being levied year after year for an unlimited num- and much less so tha t experts fainil'.nr to any ex8 63 8 33
...Flak.?.,
11 27 5 47
tent with fire proof structures; but w« think 'that
ber of year*, and expenses In repairs (as In this with the thin Iron doors of the vaults, without i 59 8 89
. Kellogg
11 21 5 87
4 10 8 50
A
Allegsn
L
case) on an old worthless building,to keep It In an
non conductingbacking,and the fact that the
11 10 5 25
p. m. p
*i in a. m.
inhabitable condition,and by so doing, In the court house Is c nrtructedwith heavy timber
frame, and of nine timber and lumber throughout,
long run, will pay more than the cost of a new and would make an excued'.cgly hot fire, It msy
LonneotloiiR,
safe and desirable building,and after many years, well be doubted that the vaults would save the
.
f^ifoadi diverging..At Dunt Jnu
i9‘ T,4 A1 Brlt,°n.*ftth Web.
under the repair system, with the many Inconven- valuable county records In crae of fltv,particularly
If any of the heavy timbers •hott d fall on It.
^ Pac,flc<AtTecurasob,with Lake
iences and risks attached thereto,will have noththink it every citizen of Ut-awa County Shore AMlch.«ioniiiem. At Jerome,with L. 8.
At Hanover, with L.
8. At
ing bnt the old shell of a building left, which is when he visits the County Seat, will Inspect the AM.
vaulla and court houso, li will add much to the Homer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Dtvlalon) and
liable any time to be damaged by Are and necessipublic Informationupon the points above vug- Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar*
tate the bnilding of a new one, and In that case all guntud, and we shall be glad to aid them In such
taxes paid for repairs and the building of tempo- Inspection.
Very Respectfully Yours.
rary offices and vaults would be lost. And in view
Wo1?,
w“1' 0Wc*«"
ChaC £. Houle, Judge of Probate.
of the above facts as above set forth. Wo the ComTrains II dally except Sunday.
W x. B. Kellet. Register of Deeds.

H. Walsh’s Drug Store and get

a free trial bottle

senting a part of Grand Haven, introduced all

ng to this office.Your Committee further reports
that In as much as after the Spring Election there
will necessarilybe a special meetingof the Board
of Supervisors to determinethe roenlt of the vote, pervlsors.
furtheraction can then b* taken to carry out either
GENTLEWENt-Yourcommunication of the 12ih
of the propositionsherein recommended.All of Instant requestinga statementas to the suffiwhich is respectfullysubmitted. (Signed)
ciency of vault room to store the records of our
Cuahles H. Clark.
respective offices, and onr opinion as to whether
CoiKtUUS VaR 1,00,
the present vaults are fire proof, has been received
George d. Sanford,audits contents carefullynoted. Wc reply: The
Geo. P. Porter,
present vaults Intended to be fire proof, for the
Wm. H. Beach,
safe keepingof the public records of the county
Special Committee.
and the files of the court*, are now crowded to
. Which report was adoptedby a two-thirdsvpte thetr tudiMt capacity,and to toich an extent that
It requires laborious seirch to find some of the old
of nil the Snpnrvlsort.elect.

make no

Yoon,

We cannot refrain from

lUllDf thit we Tilted Thunder Caste Deeds, and

6 oar
Cias. U.
Geo. D.

Committee on Coanty Baildinga of
the safe keepingoT thu records belong- Supervisors.
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THE COWS COME HOME.

BY MRS. AO!(KS

K.

M1TGRBLL.

th kll-ff’o, Hiuiglo, kUnjle,
'Hjir down tb« dustr dingle,
The cows are coming homo;
*
veetuud clear, and faiut and low,
Tbaalry twin k. ags come and o,
ga irom some far < It tower,
Or -at 'o rings of ati April ahower
lliat makes tho daisies grow;
Ko-k ng. ko-klarg, koklingielnglc,
Wav down tho darkening dingle
'I he cows tomo slowly homo;
oht-titnc Iriva is, and twilight plays,
JkxA starry i Ights, and sunny days
dcoon'ng op ho misty wavs
Wheu tho cows oomo homo.

9am

|

i

P
&

WMkjlnglo.jangio,

jingle,

Soft sounds ihutswoetlv mingle,
Hie cows arc coming hi. mo;
t\ an i Pesrl, and Fiorimoi,
Dc&amp Itodr.) o and Qreiotcn Schell.
Oww. and Sylph, and Spangled Sue—
Aomas (he tte dl I hoar her oo co,
And clang her sliver bed;

Goling

go-lung, golli glo Ingier

Witn faint far sounds that minglo;
TltO cows come slow y homo;
mother songs of long iiono je .ra,

And
And

CMioy Joys, and ohlidmli toara.
hi bo]>o<.and youthful fears,
When tho cows ojme uomo.

AuifOMb
WUh

r'nglo, ranglo, ring’.e,

By tw(M and throes and single,
'lh cowsaro coming hom ;
tho violet lir wo see the town,
thecumsBcrsun a-s ipning dowa;

Ant

—

maple

In tbo h izel glrlnrlo
iakAfa the path a longer shade.

And .hchiiiaaro growing brown;
H>«1ng. to-ranr torlrgir nglo,
ftetbroi s and fours and sluglo
The cows come slowiy home;
same tweet souud >4 word! ss ; s ilm,
>weet Junc-dayrtstaud calm,
woot‘scent
entufh
of bud and"baim,
When ihocjws oomo homo.

*

IV.

With a t nkle, tanklo, tinkle,
Through lern nim periwinkle,
The cows arc coming
ilug home
home;
A'totfirr'dg in tho o icokorod s rram,
'WheoBtlMssun-rrtvsgliincoand g.eam,
Stnritir* Peochbloomand Phoebe Phyllis
tieunt koco-deep in tho creamy lilii.8
in a

*v

drowsy dnam;

tnk, to-lunk, tolinklolinklo.

O’erbankswlih buttercups a-twinklo
The cow s oomo slowly home;
-Awl

through Mi mor} ’s deep ravine
brook's old song and Us o d-time
ebeen,
thecrfscent of tho s'lver Quoen,
When tho cows come home.
rg»

Gome tha

And

With

Mingle,klanglo, klngle,
li o-oo, ai d moo-oo, and jingle,
Tho cows arc coming i.ome;
.And over (hero on Meri n hlil
.Bor tho pa nt.vocryofthowhip-poor-wi 1;
TTbe dkw-aro. s 1 oon tho iang'odvines,
Andovtr Khc popla s Venus shines,
Aodovor lie silent mi 1;

W

a

tb a

-r

JCo-Kng, k j lung, kollnglolingle,
--1J|;
WWi
ting-a-Ung and jingle

The

cow comd slowly home;

JX.«tdownfile bais; 1 1 in the train
UwjMjoneeongp,and flower- a-id rain,
«or dear okl times oomo uack again
When tho cows come home.

The Louis D’Or,
"WIkm liociea de Hem saw his last
fr»*k-poleof a 101) frsnes raked in by
ihm cronpier, and when he rose from
the roalette-taUlewhere he had jnst
1m* the remains of his small fortune,
whick fae had reservedfor this supreme
sad 8ml contest, he was almost overcome bj a vertigo, and thought for a
moment that lie should fall
Xvitli swimming brain and trembling
limbi, be threw himself on the large
bench covered with' leather which was
placed all around the sides of the gambling halL For some minutes he snr' weved theascret haunt where he had
wasted the best years of his, youth, and
recogAtaedthe worn faces of the playmn dindy shown by the light of three
large globes. He listened to the chink
of tiie gold fulling on the green cloth,
; seflected that he was ruined, lost, and
' remembered that he had at home, in
the drawer of his dressing table, the
regulation pistols which his father,

HOW TO MAKE DYNAMITE.
“God be praised!” he exclaimed.
PITH AND POINT.
“She is still there!” He epproached
clreotlons for Making the Mott Powerful
Little Bessy— "O mamma, Pve dot
block gown, all in rags, was seated in end seized her hand.
Explosive Known to the Chemists.
snob an awful headache in my stomthe snow. She had fallen asleep in
“Oh! how cold she is! Poor little
The fact is that c^namite enough to ach 1”
spite of the crnel cold, in a pitiable at- creature!” he murmured. .
titude of fatigue and exhaustion, and
He put his arms around her and raised do a grpat deal of damage may be
Thebe is one thing about a house
her poor little head and diminutive her to carry her away. The head ot the turned out with the simplest applian- which seldom falls, but never hurts tbe
shoulders were crushed, so to speak, child fell back, but she did not awake. ces at a very moderate cost, from ma- occupant when it doee. That is the
into an angle of the wall, and rested on
“Ah! how one sleepa at that age I” terials most readily obtained, and in rent
the ioy stone. One of the shoes which he said. He pressed ner to his breast the smallestpossiblebit of a workshop.
“Yes, sir, said Jinkins, “Smithers is
the child wore had become detached to give her warmth, and then, seized The recipe for the making of the great
a man who keeps his word ; but then
from her foot, which hung down limp with a vague uneasiness and to arouse explosive may be told in half-dozen he has to.” “How is that?" asked
and inert, and now lay mournfully be- her from her heavy slumber, he kissed lines of print, and told so plainly that
Jones. “Because no one will take it."
fore lier.
her on the eyes, and he had many a anyone who can read ought to be able
An old maid in Nashvillekeeps a parWith a mechanical gesture Lucien time kissed the woman whom he loved to follow the instructions and produce
rot which swean, and a monkey which
tbe finished material Ordinarily it is
de Hem raised his hand to his waist and cherished the most.
chews tobacca She says, between the
coat pocket, but he remembered that a
Bnt he preceived with terror that the not made of the maximum strength,
two, she doesn’t miss a husband very
and
in
place
of
the
75
per
cent
by
moment before he hod not bten able to child’s eyelids were half open and dismuch.
mixed wit
ith
find a twenty-sou piece which he had closed the eyeballs glassy, dull, and weight of nitro-glycerine,
Lady to haokman.— “How much did
forgotten, and which he wished to give motionless. His brain agitated by a 5:5 per cent of absorbent material,
as a gratuityto the waiter of the gam- frightful suspicion, Lucien placed his that in general use wonld have about you say I have to pay ?" “One dollar."
bling house. However, impelled by an mouth close to that of the child, but 40 per cent of nitro- glycerine. In this “What’s your number?” “Fifty tents,
shape it can be sold at thirty cents per you mean, stingy old fraud.”— Taras
instinctivesentiment of pity, he ap- not a breath issued from her lips.
proached the little child, and perhaps
While with the louitt d'or which he pound, and just now there is some cut- Siftings.
oipal entrance of a hotel, a little girl, 6
or 7 years of sge, barely clothled in a

Belva Ann — Marie, are my crimps
had stolen from the beggar Lucien had ting going on between the rival makers,
a fortune, the child without shel- and even lower rates can bo had. At all right? I must fasten to congratuwhen he perceived a shining object in ter hod perished— perished with the the ordinary strength it is about four late Grover, He and I are old friends,
and one half times as powerful os gun- and, besides, he is a bachelor, and— O,
the shoe, which had fallen on the snow. cold.
He stooped and looked. It was a
With his throat contracted by a sen- powder applied in a drill hole. Its how my heart beats.
loais d’orl
sation of the most terribleagony, Lu- sharp detonating qualitiesmake it apA cobbespondent wants to know if
A charitable person, a woman, no c en endeavored to utter a cry, and in plicable in places where gunpowder Bleeping in the open sir is healthy. Of
doubt, had passed by, had seen on this the efforts which ho made he awoke would be useless. If a quantity of gun- course it is. Where will you find any
Christmas Eve the fallen shoe lying be- from his nightmare on the bench of the powder were ignited upon the ground healthier set of men than the New
fore the slumbering child, and,recalling gambling-house, where a little before it wonld burn up, making much smoke York police.— Texas Siftings.
the touching legend, had dropped in it midnight he had fallen asleep, and but doing no special damage. DynaThe Empress of Austria makes her
with cant ions hand a splenpid gift, so where the waiter, who usually left tho mite, under the same conditions, would
own bread. Now we understand why
that the little, deserted creature might last, at about 5 o’clock in the morning, leave a great hole in the pavement. It
the Emperor of Austria has been so
on awakening, still believe in the pres- had allowed him to remain uudistnrbed, has many curious properties, and aayet easily whipped every lime he went to
ents made by the child Jesus, and pre- by a sentimentof commiserationfor the chemistry of* explosives is in a
war. Even the Italians mauled him.
growing state, and every year sees now
serve, notwithstanding her misery,' the ruined gambler.
"Why don’t you ‘pull’ that gambling
some hope and trust in the goodness
A dull December dawn lit up with a chapters written in this departmentof
honse?”
asked a citizen of a detective.
of Providence.
pale hue the glasses of the windows. science. Dynamite freezes at 45 de“It’s a hard job, sir. They’re no chickA lonis ! that meant many days of Lucien left, placed his watch in pawn, grees Fahrenheit, and is then comparaens, I tell you.” “All the more reason
ease and comfort for the little beggar; took a bath, breakfasted,and went to tively safe to handle, yet a sharp quick
why yon should pullet”— Boston Sunand Lucien was on tho point of arous- the recruiting office to sign a voluntary blow has been known to sot off a solid
day Times.
ing and telling her this, when close to enlistmentin {lie First Regiment of the block of ii At 120 degrees Fahrenheit
At the recent Woman’s Congress
it
is
at
its
best
for
real
work.
At
250
his ear, as it were in a dream, he heard Chasseurs d’Airique.
one
lady remarked that “it’s a nice
degrees
it
becomes
very
unstable
and
the voice of the Pole with his drawling
Lucien de Hem is now a lieutenant
thing for a man to keep his mouth fit
and slimy accent:
He has but his pay on which to live, above 300 is liable to start itself off.
To make it, the first step is to get to be kissed.” What has that to do
"For two whole days I have not but he succeeds in doing this, being an
nitric
acid and sulphuric acid of great with suffrage?Is this a forecast of
stirred from the circle, and for two officer of exemplaryhabits, and never
purity
and strength and to make a mix- campaign tactics in the halcyon future ?
touching
a
card.
It
would
appear
even
days the ‘seventeen* has not come out.
ture
of
the two in the proportion of one
Miss Prettypert— “Why don’t you
Yon may cut oft‘ my right hand if now, as if he were able to save something,
pound
of
nitric
to
two
pounds
of
sulcome
over with yonr sisters to our
in a moment, at the stroke of midnight, for tho other day an Algiers one of his
phuric
acid.
This
mixture
may
be
place
sometimes,
Johnnie?” Johnnie
comrades,
who
happened
to
follow
him
that number does not appear.”
Suddenly this young man of 23, de- at some distance up a precipitousstreet purchased at any chemical works, and (rising 10)— “Well it’a like this,
scended from an honorablerace which of Kasha, saw him give aims to a lit- should cost at current market rates y’know, Miss Prettypert Where
bore a splendid military name without tle Spanish girl who had fallen asleep about 31 cents per pound. Seven there’s a ripping nice girl like you, if I
a stain, conceived a frightful thought. under a gate, and he had the curiosity, pounds of this mixture are placed in an came often people might think I had
He was seized with a mad, hysterical, indiscreet as it was, to see what Lucien earlhen jar or pitcher, and into it are intentions,and I’m not a marrying
monstrous desire. By a glance he as- had bestowed fo alleviate poverty. He poured, drop by drop, a pound of or- man !”
AN IRISH EPITAPH.
sured himself that he was alone in the was greatly surprised at the generosity dinary erode glycerine, costing 12 cents
per pound. A glass rod should be used Hero 'san epitaph from an Ir!sh, graveyard
deserted street, and bending down and of the poor lieutenant
Here l.es the bo'ly of Lady (VL^oney,
Lucien de Hem had placed a louis in stirring the compound, and it should
stretching forward his trembling hand,
Grand-niece to Edmund Burke,
Common y called Mtbe sublime "
he stole the lonis d'or from the fallen d'or in the hand of the little child.— be kept in ice, or in a vat or box surShe was bland, passionateand religious,
loumled by ico-water;or, better still,
shoe. Then, running at full speed, he Francois Copper.
Also,
salt and ice. The object of the ice is
She palnt?d in water-colors.
returned to the gambling house, boundto
keep
down
the
temperature,
for
the
Also,
Escape of Marshal Buzaine.
ed up the staircase, bnrst open with a
She sent several articles 'o the Exhibition,
The escape of the fat man of Metz strong chemical action ovolves great She was first cousin to Lady Jones,
blow of his hand the door of the crowdheat. The sulpnric acid does not go And of such is the kingdom of beuvon.
ed and accursed hall, and rushing in at from his prison on the isle of St Marwonld have taken her

in

his

carried her to a shelter for

arms and

the

night,

won

Amen.
moment ;ivhen the clock sound- guerite w as arranged entirely by the into the final compound, and seems to
Enter Bridget with a 10x12 mirror,
exert
no
usefulness
beyond
an absorber
ed the first stroke of midnight, he marshal, his wife, and nephew, Alvarez
from which part of the quicksilverhas
threw the pieces of gold on the green de Knell Mme. Bazaine had hired a of the water which is one product of
been scratched, in her handa, and the
the
chemical
ehanges.
When
the
mixcloth, and cried
steamer for a pretended pleasure trip
ture is complete, two pounds of nitro- pallor of mortal fear on her counte"All on the ‘seventeen !’ ”
at Genoa, and, leaving her at anchor in
nance. “O, if ye plase, mnm, the board
The “seventeen” won.
Jouan Bay, she had started for the glycerinewill be found at the bottom
of the earthenware vessel, while the fell off the back of this, and I see it
With a sweep of his hand Lucien island of St. Marguerite, with her deis all covered with frost, but, whin I
pushed the thirty-six lonis on the red. voted nephew, in an open boat, ocrosf water, or rather dilute sulphuric acid,
generally
known
by
the
name
of
oil of went to scrape it off, sure, and it showed
The red won.
the stormy sea. Meanwhile the mar
me hand instead of me face. This
He left seventy-twolonis on the same shal, who had been forewarned of his vitrol,will be floating on top. This is
poured
off, and the nitro-glycerine sub- counthry is too cowld for me intoirely.
color.
wife's designs, had managed to elude
jected to a very thorough washing, un- —Ex. ‘
The red again turned up.
his jailers and to secure a rope, one end
It was during a murder trial. A
He made the same venture twice, of which he secured to two iron bar* til it is entirely freed of free acid, or
not taken up in combinationby the witness for the defence was on the
three ti^es, and always with the same placed crosswisein an old gutter which
glycerine. A little nitrate of soda, or stand. “What do yon intend to prove
success. He had soon before him a carried off the rain water from the rock
heap of gold and bank notes with the other hung down into the darkness. Chili saltpeter,may be added as an by this witness?”asked the Judge.
That the prisoneris insane,” replied
which, in a sort of frenzy, he strewed He then began the descent, some eighty alkali to take up any of the free acid.
Tho
explosive is now made, and in the the attorney. “Does the witness know
the cloth. The "dozen,” the "column,” feet down the face of the precipice,
form of the yellowish, oily nitro-glycer- anything about insanity? Is he an exthe "number,” every combination suc- with the danger of being dashed against
ceeded. It was a supernatural and un- projecting cliffs or of falling into the ine would be the most effective for de- pert?” "Expert?” repeated the lawstructive purposes, but it is a very yer. “Well, I should say he was. He
heard-of-fortnne. It seemed as if the sea. Half-way down he rested, by
fickle substance, and the least jar is knows till about insanity. Why,
means
of
a
hook
which
was
attached
to
Oes. de Hem, then a simple captain, little ball of ivory leaping into the comapt to bring on the explosion. In this year Honor, he has been as crazy as a
bad naed so well at the attack on Zaat- partments of the ronlette-tablewas his belt, and lit a jnatch, which signal form it is largely used in “shooting” loon for tbe last ten years.”— -AVrj York
«ha; then, overpowered by fatigue, he magnetized and fascinated by the look was answered by a f eblo light beneath oil wells, and is sent about the country Graphic.
of the
e player, and obeyed his will. He him. Arrived at the end of the rope,
mk into a profound sleep.
very carefully packed in felt lined
Aw, Miss Kate,” remarked Mr. de
had
re-won
in a dozen bets the few pal- the marshal, all bleeding and exhausted
When be awoke, witn his month
cases. Even then, when transportedin Dudierto a pretty young woman at
try bank notes of a thousand francs, as he was, threw himself into the sea
boated and parched, he perceived by a
wagons over the rough roads of tho oil the ball, “will you awbserve the howglance at the clock that he had slept his last resonree,which he had lost in and swam to the boat, into which he regions, it has not unfrequently left
rid dancing?” “Don’t be to severe,
•caree^fa half hour, and he felt an ir- the beginning of the evening,and now, was lifted with great difficulty. They only a rough place in the road to tell
Mr. de Dudier; they are doing the best
wagering
200 or 300 lonis at a time, and reached the steamer about 1 in the
desire to breathe the outer
the story of a horse, man, and wagon they can.” “Pawssibly they ah. You
sustained
ed
by
his fantastic bliss of Inck, morning, and the marshal was forthair of night The hands of the clock
passing that way. The mixture with know. Miss Kate, that it wequiahs
marked a quarter of an hour to mid- he was on the way to more than regain with introduced to the captain os a the inert substance is purely a mechan- bwains to be a weally fine dawnsah.”
night. As he arose from the bench and the hereditary fortune which he had valet whom madame had engaged. In ical ona Anything will do as an ab- “Indeed 1” she said, looking hard at
Atretehed his arms, Lucien remembered dissipatedin so short a time. In his due course of time they landed at sorbent; sawdust, if well dried, old
him, for she had friends on the floor.
that it was Christmas Eve, and by an haste to begin play, he had not taken Genoa, and proceeded thence to Ger- tanbark, powdered, and black gun“Yes, Miss Kate; it is weally twne.”
off
his
heavy
pelisse ; already he had many.— J/Juafrafed History of Engironical freak of his memory he sudpowder, any vegetablefibre or cellulose “Why, Mr. de Dudier, I’m surprised.
filled its large pockets with packages land.
denly aaw himself again a little child
will answer, and thus in twenty-four Everybody says you are the best dancer
plaeiag has shoes near the chimney be- of bank notes and ronleax of gold
hours or less the entire process of man- in our set, don’t you know."— Merchant
Scourged
Into Parudi-e.
pieces, and, not knowing where to pnt
fore gong to bed.
True, my son, I do not like to drive a ufacture will have been completed Traveler.
his winnings, he stuffed with paper
A* Ibis moment the old Dronski, a
man into heaven by terror of hell fire. from tho aimple materials of aquafortis,
Judge Wakefield, ot Waeo* has a
aortof pillar of the gambling house, money the inner and outer pockets of
It is not a manly or dignified way t» oil of vitriol glycerine, and sawdust. son of whom the Judge is very proud.
his
frock-coat,
the
pockets
of
his
waisttbe classic Pole, wearing a shabby surThe mixing and cooling may be gone He thinks tbe boy has a judicialmind
ooast and trouses, bis cigar case, his come into heaven on a run and a jump,
te»t> ornamented with frogs and butwith a face distorted by fright, like a through with and the rash manufactur- and will grow up to be a great jurist
tons, approached Lucien and mar- handkerchief— in faet, everything
man banging into his honse jnst ahead er is ready with the strongest exploeive The boy is, however, very lazy. A
mwrod in his ear these words, which which could serve as a receptacle.And
of a thunder-storm.Bnt still, isn’t it known to modem science.
few days ago the Judge said: “My
he
played
like
a
madman,
like
a
drunknaamed to issue from his grizzly and
Experimentersof ability have spent dear boy, why don’t you study more inen
man,
and
still
won
; and he threw better to scare him into heaven on a
.Stimy beard:
like a scared dog, rather than years on the problem of supplanting it dustriously?I want you to become a
"Inodmea five-francpiece, mon- handfuls of gold on the table at hazard, run,
with an explosiveof higher power, and
without
concern,
and
with
a gesture of leave him out altogether? If a man
famows jurist. You have not touched
For two days I have not stirred
nnder
scores of names as many such
can’t be got to turn his face heavenyour
books to-day." “I am not going
certainty and disdain.
tba circle, and for two days the
substances are olaimed. Others have
tostwdy
any to-day,” responded the
But
all the time he felt, as it were, a ward any other way, I say shake him
1* has not come out
Laugh
experimented to disoover some way of
red-hot iron in his heart, and his over the pit till be smells brimstones.
indolent boy. “I don’t see that it
tef you will, but I give you leave
making the compound more stable and makes much difference,pa, whether I
thoughts turned to the little beggar I am not so good a man, my boy, that I
kwff my right hand if in a few moless liable to those freaks of action
am
liable
to
be
translated.
My
goodbecome a famous jurist a few days
when it strikes midnight,that asleep in the snow, the child whom he
ness is not excessively great that it which appear to be inseparable from sooner or a few days later.”— Texas
had robbed.
r does not appear.”
dynamite. Success has been very lim"She is still in the same place he hurts me to carry it round. But I want ited, however, in either direction,and Siftings.
frneiaa de Ham shrugged his shoulto better every day. I want to go to
A COLLISION.
axs; be bad not even enough in his said to himself; "certainly, she must be
heaven some day. I hope I will And the bulk of the 8,000,000 pounds of
Only a youth— but he stood out there
pocket to pay his tax, which the fre- there still In a moment Yes! When
In eplteofthe wnl and the blttinw sir
if some good, big-souled, strong-lunged, dynamite made each year in this couniters of the place called "the 100 it strikes one, I swear it! I will leave.
That!
stung like a bee and cut 1 kes knife—
loud-singingold Baptist revivalist,like try is of the simple ligneous or woodAnd he really appeared a th ng of life.
of the Pole.” He passed into the I will hasten to take her to my arms,
dynamite
variety.
This
great
producElder Swan— God bless him— or
Only a whis.le— loud and shrill—
ther, put on his haft and pel- fast asleep as she is. I will carry her
Knapp or Kaymond, should get after tion does not interfere with an immense Which was xoeiUed wlibaifill
Tina, and desoeuded the staircasewith to my home. I will put her to sleep in
And seemed to exhaust «heoxyeon
oatput of black powder, of which the
my own bed. I will bring her up. I me and chase me into heaven with a production runs up to an average of
Which that gentle youth had stored within.
•'tte rapidity of a person in a fever.
firebrand, after I got in I wonld turn
Durante kor hours which Lucieu will give her a dowry. I will love her around and thank him and bless him 100 tons per da even in these times of Only a window— overhead—
Whi h opened 'as and x posed a bead
l been passing in the gambling- as my own child, and I Will protect and
That wa-* banged before and curled behind.
for 1,000 years. Ah! my son, alter we peace. -—Newville World.
bhu tbe snow bad fallen copiously, cherish her forever-forever.”
As If to confine its owner's mind.
The Death of a World.
Bnt the clock struck one, and the got to heaven thousands and millions
Abe street, a street in the center
Onlv a girl— but she slipped below
of us will show each other our backs to
To pass w th the youth an hour or so,
of PAria, rather narrow and built with quarter, and the half, and the threeProf. Proctor in his lecture on “The
show
how
we
were
scourged
into ParaAnd list to the words of al >ve into ee
Ibjifr Jnaaes-on each side, was perfectly quarters,and Lncien was still seated
Birth ot the Solar System” says : In
And some gush, if it to pleased Providence.
dise.— Burdef/e, in Brooklyn Eagle.
In the sky, which was now at the infernal table.
the calm ot the eternal depths of space
Only a bo t— of dimensions fa %
At last, just boiore 2 o’clock, the
blackish blue, the oold
every star is a sun of mighty power.
Hut it made that sweet youth soar in air;
Why He Went to Canada.
And youth, and eaue, and a pomade soent
manager rose abruptly and said, with a
led and shone.
The
earth to other worlds appears as a
“Mr. Smith gone abroad, Hra.
Laid there In one sad ru n bh-nt.
gambler shivered under- loud voice:
star. The solar system is the perfecSmith?”
"The
bank
ia
broken,
gentlemen!
.
It
A Different Difference.
V and set out to walk raption of regular motion. In the nir.tory
“Yes, he is visiting Canada for his
over in his mind his de- is enough for to-day!”
of the stars the lifetime of a planet is
Mr. Bobaronnd had jnst told the
health.”
and thinking now
no more than a planet to us. The first baker it was not overproduction that
With one bound Lucien sprang to
“Ah. what ailed him?”
of the case of pistols his feet Pushing aside 'without cere“There was a weakness in the spinal stage of a world is intense heat and ailed this country.
im in the drawer of his mony the players who surrounded him
column of his ledger.”— Piffatmrp A lustre; then comes the liquid condition, “How muoh for this bread?”
but after having gone and who watched him with envious td
followed by the formation of a crust,
Chronicle-Telegraph.
stopped before miration, he left hastily, descended the
which in time is prepared to support
stairs at fnll speed and ran to the atone
Hope ia the onlv good which is com- life. After millions of yean it becomes
of stone, placed ao- bench. From" afar, ' by the flight of a mon to all men; those who have noth- old, everything alive ii destroyed,
to former usage near the prin- gas lamp, he saw the
ing more, possess hope still— Thales. it is then in the last stsge— death.
the very
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Bebnard Murphy, Champion Youth

TOO, NAVE TESTED IT,

A Letter

Walker of Australia,Roys in the Melbourne
Sportsman: “On Monday previous to the
To the Public:
match with 0rme«, of Sydney, I was atIn view of the harmful reiulta which go tacked with the ‘stitch.’I could not walk
frequentlyattend the use of go-called patent another yard, and gave up all hope of winor proprietarycough ayrupa containing mor* ning. I was advised to try St Jacobs OIL
phia, opium, aAd other equally dangeroua I did so, rubbing a little on my side. I havb
drugs, the undersigned, physicians of Marynot been troubled since,
since.and
and won my
my imatch.
land, take pleasure in endorsing the official

of

Thamkii.

“MARYLAND, UY

Madam:

Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham:Very Dear

• • •

My wife,ArIeA.Green, has suffered with a displacementwhich caused her unknown pahs
till I

had almost given up

referred me to your Vcgctaule Compound. I

went 12 miles to purchase a boitle and the
first two doses gave her immediate rtlie\ and
The Amenities of War.
after the use of the first bottle she declared
Gena. Pierce Young, and Custer were herselfa new person;two bottles entin'y cured
messmates and classmates and devoted her. Your medicine is Invaluableto me. It
friends at West Point In the war they was Indeed a messenger of pcaoe in my house,
were Major Generals of cavalry on op- it cured my wife, and God knows I am the
happiest man alive today. Words cannot
posing sides. One day Gen. Young express one feelings towards you.
was invited to breakfast at the Hunter
Gao. W. Greek, Campti, La.
Mansion, in Virginia. The beautiful
Canses of Desertion.
Young ladies
ies had p
prepared a smoking
breakfast, to which the General was
The causes of desertion given by G16
addressinghimself with ardor, when a British soldiers confined for this crime
shell burst through the honse. Glanc- in Millbank Prison were as follows:
ing through a window, he saw Custer Forty-eight deserted through annoycharging toward the house at the head ances from comrades and harsh treatof his staff. Out the window Young ment by non-commissionedotticers and
went, calling to the young ladies: “Tell other; 1 from marriage without leave;
Custer I leave this breakfastfor him.” 114 from drink ; 161, dislike of the army ;
Custer enjoyed it heartily, and looked 72, persuasion by comrade or bad comforward with pleasure to the dinner in pany; 12, refusal of leave; 100 to better
the distance. In the meantime Young, themselves;51 through going on a
smarting over the loss of his breakfast “spree,” stopping over time, and not
and his hasty retreat, drove the Fed- liking to return; 41 were absent, but
eral line back, and by dinner-timewas did not mean to desert; and 16 ran
in sight of the Hunter Mansion again. away through debt.
Custer, who was just sitting down to
dinner, laughed, and said: “That’s
“Throw Physic to the Dogs”
Pierce Young coming back. I knew he when it is the old-fashionedblue mass, blue
wouldn’t leave me here in peace. Here’s pill sort, and insist on using Dr. Pierce’s
my picture; give it to him, and tell him "Pleasant Purgative Pellets,” a modern med-

He Who Becomes a Treasurer of
Money for Another Is Respon-

’

opinions expressed by the Commissionerof
Health of Baltimore, Dr. ucaiuuui
Samuel XV.
K. Cox,
A 9
analytical chemlatiof Wa8hin|tonf and other
authorities, to the effect that the Red Star
Cough Curb is not only a perfectly harmless, but at the same time an original and
most effective remedy, and that it commends
Itselfalike for being entirely vegetable— free
from opiates, poisons, end narcotics—«nd for
Its prompt efficacy, as demonstrated by practical

tests.

Baltimore,Md., Feb.

FAWCETT,

C.

,

1886.

12,

M. D.,

For thirty -three years Resident Physician Union Protestant Infirmary,

GROSS,

J. J.

M.

!>.,

St. Vincent’s Hospital.

FISKE,

J. R.

M.

!>.,

Port Physician.

MORSE,

S. R.

M. D.,

Marine HospltaL

FILLER,

O. W.

M.

I>.,

Physlolan to Fire Department.

J. J.

CALDWELL,

M.D.,

Author of “Electro-Therapeutics,"&o.,
and Member of Medical Societies of
New York, Brooklyn and Baltimore.
his old classmate leaves his love with
this excellent dinner.” And out of the
For centuriesit has been contended that a
window he went, and away like a flash,
cough medicine to be effective must contain
morphia, opium, or some other equally dan- while the Georgia General walked in
gerous drug, and to-day nearly every cough and sat down to dinner. —A Man fa
mixture in the market has for its base some (Oa.) Constitution.
one of these deadly poisons. A purely
vegetable and at the same time efficacious
Ague-Shaken Nutrerers
couth cure has been considered an impos- Who resort to Hos tetter'sBtomach Bitters, exsibility. The harmful and at times ratal results attendingthe use of morphia and

ical luxury, being small, sugar-ootted granules, containing tho active principles of certain roots and herbs, and which will bo found
to conti in as much cathartic powers as any
of the old-fashioned, largdr pills, without the
latter’s violent, drastic effects.The pellets
operate thoroughly but harmlessly,establish-

ing a permanentlyhealthy action of the
stomach and bowels, and as an anthbillous
remedy are unequaled.
To what geologicalformation does rock

perience speedier and more completerelief than

opium

cough mixtures are ot common occurrence
everywhere, and in every part of the Union

the cradle belong'!— Somerville Journal.

they can hope to do by the nse ot quinine. This

• * *

Pilcf, flstalas,and ruptnre radically cured. Book of particulars two letter
stamps. World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

well-authenticated fact Is of itself sufficient to

deaths have, according to the testimony of have established a high reputation for the Bitphysicians and coroners, resultedfrom the ters. But the article is not a specificmerely for
use of these dangerouspreparations. It is
the various forms of malarial disease, it endows
for this reason that medical authorities and
When Ignorance is bliss It is folly to ask
leading public men speak so enthusiastically the system with a degree of vigor, and reforms
of the importance and value of the discovery its Irregularitieswith a certaintythat consti- the landlady what she puts in the hash.
of Red Star Cougfi Cure. GovernorMcLane tutes it* best defense against disordersof the
Abandoned Cases.
and Attorney General Roberts, of Maryland; stomach, liver and bowels, specially rife where
A comparatively large number of the cases
Mayor Latrobo and Postmaster Adroon, of
the atmosphereand water are miasma tainted. which Drs. Starkey & Palen, of 1109 Girard
Baltimore, and other well-known officialsof
are so successfully treats
Federal,State, and municipal governments, Fever and ague, bilious remittent,dumb ague street, Philadelphia,
have publiclycertified to the barmlessness and ague cake are remedied and prevented by Ing with Gompound Oxygen are what are
and marked efficacy of Red Star Cough Cure. i^ and it also removes dyspepaio,constipation, known as abandonedor "desperate” oases—
medicine
on the many of them, a class which no physician of
Every one will find It a safe, sure cure. It is rheumatism, eto. Takee this mod
'
any school would undertaketo cure. They
entirely free from opiates, narcot cs, emetlos, nrst indication that the system la out ot order,
and poisons. It leaves no bsd effects. and rest assured that yon will be grateful to: are, in fact, such as have run the gauntlet of exthe hint.
perimentwithin the regular schools of medicine
It does not derange the system. It
and quackery without, until between diseases
la mpure,
—
— » fpleasant, S'*
prompt.
w
^
Sold by vs
drug'i ugA
Gruesome
Bill of Fare.
and drugs the patient is reduced to the saddest
glstsjuid dealersin medicine throughout the
I have before me a menu of a dinner and most dctfarable condition.No treatment
Charles A. Vogeler Company, Sole Pro of the Thirteen Club of San Francisco, can be subjected to a severertest. Write for
prletors, Baltimore, Msnrland.
information In regard to its nature and action.
It is a gruesome sight.
the fron
page is a curious design of an ow
Chronic Catarrh.— The result of 26
hatching thirteen skulls. On the back years’ Catarrh:— the bridge, or division of
my nose, was about half gone. 1 obtained a
rikin picture of a skull set artistis a striking
bottle of Ely’s Cream Balm; have used four
ically on two cross-bones.Around bottles, applying it to the affected parts with
both illustrations is a wide, black line. a swab, which has about cured up the nosWithin narrower mourning lines trils. 1 bad previouslytried all other reme-

On

I

4

TRAD

dies on the market without permanent relief.—J. A. Wood, 9fl N. High street, Columbus, Ohio.

on the inside is printed the
menu, and on the opposite side
is a list of thirteen ceremonies,

MARK

“Brown's Bronchial Troches"

each one of which defies a superstition.
There are thirteen members only, and
each one passes under a ladder to the
table. As supposed unlucky things to
do the list embraces the presentation
of jack-knives, spilling of salt, breaking
the mirror, casting the evil eye, spillJFVes from Opiates,Emetics and Poisons.
ing the wine, belling the black cat, cutA PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CURE ting the nine of diamonds, spying the
For CoogfcRrBoro Throat, BoomuMi, Inflaensu,
moon over- the left shoulder. Each
CoM*. BrouehltU,Croop, Whoop! nr Cough,
member at this dinner wears an opal in
Aithuia, Quiuay, Pain. In Chest,sndotiMr
•Station*of th* Throat And Langs.
some setting, and toasts are proposed
Price 80 cents a bottle.Sold by Dm Ctrlits and Dealto the illustrious memory of Jonah, to
ers. Parliet unable to induce their dealer to promptly
yet for them will receive tico bottlet,Expreu
chargee
Friday, and to the magpie and the owl
paid, by lendingone dollar to
—birds
--- of evil omen. The music in
THE CHARLES A. VOGELER C01PAIY,
Sol* Owner* *n<l SUnofecturcrt,
eludes Beethoven’s Funeral March, the
bltlaor*,1*171*14, ERA.
Dead March in Saul, Chopin’s Funeral
March, and the Brindisi, from “Lucrezia Borgia.” There are numerous quotations, and all of them are somber and
and BLADDER Expelled— Long
deathly.—
Francisco Chronicle.

OUGHfURE
Absolutely

'

it

Sufferingof one of TROY'S
best People.

A LUCKY MAN.
It Is by no

means a strange thing that Dr.

are excellentfor the relief of Hoarseness or
Fore Throat. They are exceedingly effective.

—Christian World, London, Eng.

The Children’* Health must not
b* neglected.Colds in the bead and snuffles
bring on Catarrh and throat and lung affections. Ely's Cream Balm cures at once. It
is perfectlysafe and is easily applied with
the finger. It also cures Catarrh and Hay
Fever, the worst cases yielding to it in a short
time. Sold by druggists. 50 cents. Ely
Bros., Owego, N. Y.
The only natural hair renewer is Carboline,
a deodorized extractof petroleum,prepared
without distillationor rectificationwith acids
or alkalies,containing no mineralor other poisons, delightfully perfumed and as clear and
pure as spring water.

Cream Palm good for Catarrh
of long standing.— M. N. Lesley, 1934 West
I find Ely’s

Chestnut street, Louisville, Ky.

f

malic situation, and

“My wife!”

"Who?”

sible for e Safe Return.

"Was a v$ry pretty blonde!*
Twenty years ago, became
’Sallow!"

-Hollow-eyed!”
-Witheredand aged!”
Before her time, from

vorably known as one of the beat and purest
remediesfor all Throat and Long Diseases, we

mad*

-Malarialvapors, though she
position.It

to yonr interest to stand bv the

th*
and Med remedy. ALLEN’S LUNG BALkind,
yet
causing
me
great
on
SAM, and see that a bottle is always kept on
hand for Immediate use. RE AD THE FOLLOWHA short time ago I purchasedjmmi
ING
edy for one of the children,who hndn
is

ticular complaint, not being of

old

NEW EVIDENCE:
it cold and It se
t at times I spit
__
i recommended to me as a good

bl>

_

----- lam now sound and well.

Yoon respectfully,

A. J.

severe attack of biliousness, and it

to me that the remedy might help
;s
remedy. as I found that oar little girl upon

MILKMAN.

had
‘Lost!’

Coughs I ever

I

used.

-Her sallownen, and looked as flbmfc
new-blown daisy. Well, the stay i*

mm.

told. My wife to-day baa gained her elAtime beauty with compound inters^ amdim

LUN

Your*

truly.

H. C.

MOONEY. Druggist.

now as handsome a matron (if 1 dn aqr M.
myself) as eon be found in thb camfor
which is noted for pretty — rrsm And!,
have only Hop Bitters to thank for

IL

-The dear creators just looked over aqp*
shoulder and says, ‘I can
I

days of our courtship,’ and that

HARRIS &

J. N,

CO. (Limited)Props,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
FOR SALE
Heaitny

bjr ill

MEDICINE DEALERS.

that there might be more pretty ____

my

brother farmers would do
done.”

m

V

!

Hoping you may long be

Menand Healthy Women. good I thankfully remain,

Life is one constant battle against

O.It Ji

that dread monster, "Disease."
Many succumb prematurelyto this

BeltsTXLLI, Prince^Geor^o

vicious assailant,whose eternal
object is to tear down, wear ont and
destroy. A want of energy, a want

C^Md.^

EFTTons genuine without a bunch

sff

mm*

of stamina, a want of repellant act-

on the part of thoughtless individuals causes many to become
easy and apparentlywilling prey
to this ruin and devastationof
ivity

A

mankind. A remedy composed of
weak portions of the human system,
shonld assiduously be taken at the
approach of disease.Don’t wait for
him to obtain a foot-hold, don’t wait
until he becomes yonr master. Meet
his attack at onoe and promptly.

Do you desire to know a remedy on
which you can place safe reliancein
such times of emergency? Then remember that DR. DUTSOm YELLOW
DOCK AND 8ARSAPIRILLAwill prove
the true friend in need It Is
the safest assistant of nature in

.......

7^* **w

To btroSac*

were, the machinery of life, and cares
when all other remedieshave faded,
such diseases as Impure Blood, Poor
Diokstiok, Weak Kidneys, Sores,
Aches, Rheumatism, etc. It quickly
checks decay of the bowels and kidneys,
and gives the sufferer from debility and
wasting diseasesa new lease of life.
Don’t let your druggist persuade
nse a remedy of some other name.
Insist on having Dr. Quyaott’sYelto

low Dqok and Baraaparllla, and

si

oms wo

rtL.

__

ASMS

WILD NAN;
— OR-

A

THRILLING CHICAGO
BY

If

KNOW

"For months I suffered with malaria and
nervous dyspepsia. During the attacks I experienced severe pain, accompaniedby that
extreme tired and languid feeling. Could
not eat or sleep. Would get up mornings
with hardly life enough to move. None of
the usual medicines employed in such esses
had any effect upon me. From time to time
I was laid up and unable to attend to any
business. Finallya druggistof this city suggested

STORT

AN EMINENT AUTHOI

yon can not get

yo

it of

WASH

PRIM'S
lit

Pm.

A CASH

,

YOU

Corn suit** I* Start**-

•Eellr**"

*T*»y town

,$800,888

take no substitute.

DO

It l*lo

‘

\

repelling disease, always acting in harmony with the entire human organisation and bodily functions. It strengthens the weak portions, it regulatesthe
bowels and kidneys, it oils up, as It

you

nmi emit*.

i

proper herbs and roots that will
build np, repair aud strengthen tho

GifitiUM.

KVBHY

foe

SobKribor.

sgstaias:

ESS:::®
8,000 Extra., tta esc

No Blub.

»

"Me

Press’s.

Wee*

LONG LOANS

J

' , ”7*—
-UTCJuaimr pronu to be
obtained by use of ioo/mo names before ad-

_

four per cent loaa of from

OeatereM V'cooii*

Hand

HOPS AND

M!

MALT

Kennedy shonld haye received the following letter. By reading It yon will seo in one minute
Procrastinationmay rob you of time, but
why James Andrejvswas thankful :
by increased diligence you can make up the
I commenced taking them, and now I am as
Troy, N. Y.. April 8, 1880.
loss; but If it robs you of life the loss Is Irwell and hearty as any one, and cannot say
remediable. If your health is delicate, your
Dr. D. Kennedy, Handout, N. Y.:
too much in praise of this excellentremedy."
appetite
fickle,
your
sleep
broken,
your
mind
Dear Bib— Until within a recent date, I had
A. J. Powell, 10 WoodbridgeSt,, Detroit.
depressed,your whole be ng out of sorts, defor several years suffered greatly from gravel,
If you cannot get Hop* and
pend on it you are seriously diseased. In all
gist
called by the doctors the Brick-dnst Sediment.
such cases Dr. Pierce’s "Golden Medical Dis- lactic Appliance Co.. liiBKhsmton,N.Y. P. O. Box 188. BlUer* of your druggist wo will send it
express paid, on receipt of regular price, one
For abont a year past this sediment has not covery” will speedilyeffect a genuine, radidollar per bottle. We prefer that you buy it
passed off in the usual qnaatlty, but has aconm- cal cure— make a now man of you and save
from your druggist,but if he hasn’t it, do not
nlated, causing me untold pain. Having heard you from the tortures of lingeringdisease.
___
Patent Atfys. Washington, D.O. be persuaded to try something else, but order
of “Kennedy’s FavoriteRemedy, *' I tried it in
at onoe from us as directed.
my case, and after using abont oag and one-half
Large ears are said to denote generosity.
A
Ladles and Gentlemen in
bottles,1 voided a stone from the bladder, of an
PRIw I K1J City or County to take
Uk< light
The mule Is very generous with bis heels.—
Do not get Hop* and
Bitwork at their own homes. S3 to *4
S4 a day
Hay
oval shane, 7-lfl of an inch long, and rough on its
Philadelphia Call.
ter* confounded with other inferior prepearilyraade. Work sent by mall. Nocanvas*
surface. I send you the largest piece, that von
ing. We have good demand tor our work, and arations of similar name. Take nothing but
may see of what It is composed. Since then I
furnish *teady employment. Address with Hop* and 1VIALT. None genuine unImportant.
have felt no pain. I now considermyself cured,
stamp Cbown Mro. Co..&4 Vine8t..Cin'ti.O. less manufacturedby the
and cannot express ray thankfulnessand gratiWhen you visit or leave New York City,
tude for so signal a deliverancefrom a terrible save Baggage Express&geand Carriage Hire, and
HOPS A MALT BITTERS 00.. Detroit, Mloh.
d seise. Yon have my consent to use this letter,
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
can secure
should you wish to do so, for the benefitof other Central Depot: S00 elegant rooms fitted up at a ^nof epodsin large or small nuanbtieH. HOUBK
LADY A6EVTS
sufferers. Yours truly,
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
r JAMES ANDREWS. upward* per day. European plan. Elevator,
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida htt.t.
Restaurantsupplied with the best Horse cabs,
outfit fr«*e?*i^dre*sClndnasd
When we consider that the medicine which did stage,
HtaKe.and
and elevated railroad to all depots.
denots. Faml
FamiSuspender Go., OindnnsU, 0.
dds service for Mr. Andrews costs only one dol- lies can live better for leu money at the Grand
lar a bottle, it would seem that personsafflicted Union than at any first-class
hotel in the city.
In like fashion can afford the expense of testing
woman
Its virtues.Get It of your druggist, or address
•Time is the great physician." That la beit to writs
Dr. Davul Kennedy, Ikradout, N. Y. *4Dr. Kencause he “moves with a leaden heal.”—
ot
nedy’s Favorite Remedy” for sale by druggists.
LorUlarcTg Climax Flag
burgh Chronicle.
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lies in a lather Ion

1^008 TO HATCTL Purebred pouttry^sllvarieties;

He who has neither friend nor enemy is without talents, power, or en- CARDS
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and

Lovely daughters, and noble

“My farm

hopes of finding

all

any relief for her. But the Guiding Spirit
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Jton. No delay, ‘'future
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r*tf
advertisingand ctaexne tm
nuuling the Art Portfolio-an art coUectioa
nd a richcenter table volnraewell worth fa.
price of the paper, need
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GOLDEN BEAL BITTERS.
Broken dewn
ou

wish

invalids, do
to sain flesh.

your system is
being braced up and renovated! If so commence at
and tissue

of

Si&’SffigW
you
week

will be

convales-

Add Phosphate,
FOR OVERWORKED FEMALES.
Dr. J. P. Cowan, Ashland, 0., says: “It
proves satisfactoryas a nerve tonic; also in
dyspeptic conditions of tho stomach,with
general debility, such as we find in overworked females, with nervous headache and
its accompaniments.”
Horsford’s

LOUIS.

HO
TELEGRAPH iaate_^
'acknowledging
receipt wktmi
c .

A.

C

JHJSs

REED & SONS.

)

PIANOS.

It will

C.N.U.

MSSlil!

yonr

15,000, by securing a

membership

American Protective Association of

Your Debts,
It

ME

debts to the

Tie American Protects
OF CHICAGO,

” in

will be to

another oolnmn of

this

1

nr
the interest of every country SmmfreUriNat'l Bank; Chicago, ftSE.™?

_

env

foe

creanors acr&ins

We

leadingwholesale businessmen who are interested In the advancementand successof
the plans and purpoees of this association.

Clear Skin

only a part of beauty;
but it isa part Every lady
may have it ; at least, what
like
Magnolia
Balm both freshens and

Did you Sup.

is

paper.

---mothers.
s no
others. \
We.will send one bottle merchant to investigate the Inducement ofexpress for filler six
fered by this association.
are assured
t does not keep it.
that it has the indorsementof many of the

A

Association,

DLL.

Chicago. See advertisement headed "Pay

to-SeKrufe

Nos

cost you 126 anno ally, in the event of

amount of
In the

1

CONSUMPTION.

Debts.

failure In business, to pay

r

WORTH. CHICAGO*

Bettihg is no argument, yet it will do In
the place of a better.— Yew Orleans Picayune.

P»y Your

rendered disease proof by
this great InviRorttt.
Ruinous bills for medicalattendngthe first symp-

J.

\

tor

QEO. RYALL A

thaben-

a.

memt

Co..

General Agents. 103 Adams 8t. Chicago. III.

mmSnhh'*4*®"1* wtntod mnrwhere
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this, and
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to

•score

beautifies.
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pose Mustang: Linimeafconly
for

horses?

tion of

all /

It

tth.

is

food
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“He

je*U« at scars,

man

wound,” aud a
hands

in his pockets

worn rheumatic, but

who never

.

.

1M;

.

,1

W,^

L.

felt a

may stand with hia

and

laugh at a poor,

if he is a

gentleman,

he'll step into the nearest apothecary

$12,000.00

shop

and buy him a bottle of Salvation Oil
the small

•

'+. 'H

at

expense of only 25 cents,

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

More About the Proposed Court House.
Is it good policy to build a now court
house at a cost of $53,000 when an expense
of from $1,000 to $2,000 will be sufficient
to build an addition to the present court

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

house with suitable vault room, jury
room, and room for prosecutingattorney V
If we lived in Grand Haven and could get
the tax payers to vote the $58,000 we
should say yes! for then wo would expect
to get a building that would bo an orna-

s_

In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoes.

to the city. But If we lived in any
other part of the county we would ask
ourselves, is It needed for the general good
of the whole county that this extra expense of $53,000 be incurred when the
records-cao be made safe and the extra
room provided for $2,000 or $3,000? If
we find the latter statement to be correct,
we should, for the present at least, decide
to vote against the $53,000 building.

ment

’And Winter Suits

POWDER

“But,” sav the present committee on

Absolutely Pure.

county buildings, and some of the voters
in favor of the new court house, “the old
court house is rotten and an old claptrap
of a thing. The present vaults are full
and in case of fire would be no protection

varies.A marvel of parity,
never varh
wholeeomenees. More economical
strength and wholesome
ku«.
___ ary kinds,
klndi, and cannot be eold In
than
the __
ordinary
competitionwith the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders.Sold only in
cans. Royal Rakiko Powdib Co., 106 Wal-aUN.Y.
iwder
ThU powder

to the records.”

Well, It does seem a little strange that
our previous boards of supervisors should
have been so negligent of the county’s interests as to spend the county’s money in
the building of a vault to protect the records as they supposed from fire, and after
using it for several years find that it Is not
fire proof and not large enough; that is is
necessary to expend more money after era
ploying persons who were experts at the
business and supposingthat they had constructed said vault absolutely fire proof.
How strange that we have not discovered
the defects in all these years. And how
fortunate that the present committee on
county buildings should have their visions
enlarged to such an extent that they can
see the fatal defects and at the same time
see that the only remedy is this $53,000

i

court bouse.
But wilt the $2,000 or $3,000 make the
extra vault room, the necessarycouncil
room, room for prosecutingattorneyand
jury room? (which they say is necessary to
prevent the jury from being taken out in
ail kinds of weather and marched over to
the present jury room in the jail, a distance of six rode, thereby exposing themselves to the lake breezes, so prejudicial to
their health, and alter deliberatingupon
their verdict to march them back to the
court house through the same kind of exposure.) We flud by referringto proceedings of board of supervisors in 1880 (Aprl
session)that the supervisor of Georgetown
introduced a resolution that the committee on county buildings be instructed to
examine, and If In their judgment they
deem it advisable, that they build an addition to the court house of the same
beighlh and width of the present structure, for the extra .officeroom required.
Said committee reported at the October
session in favor of such addition, and that
the expense would not exceed $500, and a
motion was made to adopt the report in
favor of such addition. The motion was
lost by a tie vote of ten to ten. The Grant
Haven supervisorsfor some reason a)
voted against it. They had either dis

Ladies are invited to

New

H-A-TS

-A-3Sra C-A.E’S

In large

Holland, Micb., Jan.

SEWING MACHINE

POSTHA.

THE ONLY

Holland,

-

Michigan.

To the trade in Holland and vicinitywe desire to
that we will mannlacture and deliver all
grades of cigars,and invite the attention of the
public to our new brand,

ay

-

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE

GIVES

THAT

-

pimmimcvoH

m

NlWHOME
SEWING

MACHINECQ

—

BTXBIAL
B.

ZEE.

CASKETS

Which we expect will meet with, the succeas it
merits in this vicinity.

TRY
THEM!
8CHREOARDU8 A POSTMA,
Holland, Mich., Feb.

!

plow, best in the market, the

36,

1886.

4-8m

HVIJVIROID
Ping Tobacco.
Sold 'by all Grocers

bacco Dealers.

Noted for

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “everybody

chews Nimrod. Send

for

York has

a

state

of

New

prohibitorylaw in regard to

adulteration of food products. The stan-

dard for instance for Bakbig Powder
should be Cream Tartar and Soda only,
no filling whatever. The firm of DeLand
& Co. made their Chemical Baking Powder on above basis before that law was
passed, aud their high standard of cxcelattained on their Salerams and Soda
Ment guaranteethat their Chemical
Powder will be made as above
he very best of materials. Try

iW-

m

___ J *nd useful Information,free.*
Or. HARTCR'a Iron Tonio is for 8alx tv au
Druggists ano Dealers Evirywhirs*

it.

sodat
World

_____

Beet

in the

Notice to Teaehers.

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

The Ottawa County Board of School Examincra
propose to meet at the following named times and
places during the spring of 1686, to examine applicant*for teachera’ certiflcatea,

samples.
S. W. VENABLE & CO.
5l-ly
. Petorabwnr Va.

'-~n

Friday,

The popular wagon manufacturer

J.

Splendid Bargain
Will
sell unvuiug
dwelling uvuc
house conslsllng
of seven
n Ill Poll
~~~ —
rooms in good repair,also outhouseof 14x28 feet,
at a bargain . Reason, taw far away from my place
of business. Ilonse and lot located on Ninth 8l.,
between Pine add River atreets. TTTT,VV7
J. R. KLEYN.

5841

has in stock a number of the

OTTTTBE<S
made by the

HEROLD,

NorthwesternSleigh Company,
of

has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Genilemen’s

BOOTS & SHOES

Milwaukee.These cutters for
for

ease .and; com

are superior, while

in

.

Strength and Durability
they beat everything.The dash is a
whichcannot be broken.

new

device

March 13, at

April^l^dt Coopersville,
Each sessionwill open promptly at 8 a. ra .
All applicants will be required to presenta testimonial of good moral character and so far as such
is possible this testimonial should be from the
hoard by whom last engaged a* teacher.
In addition to the studies prescribed by law, on
examination will be required for all grades on
ide on physiology, bookdistrict

J

*PBy ortUtf o^Co^n y Board* o f School Examiners.
ALBERT LAHUIS, Stcrtlarv.
t

me freeu
flFmiE

have a lot of

I also

are the celebrated

SELF-CUBE.

tSSnoted
A favoJH
und
ID oh i

among which

Hudsorwille.

27, at Orand Haven,

FLIEMAN

-

t

iiu

GROVER HARD SEWED Sli 1,

SHOES.
Repairing promptly and neatly

5

FARMERS

and

WARD

Address DR.

JAS.

A CO., Leultisas, Mo.

.

HUNTLEY,

OTHERS

made work in

done

Estimates given for

CALL AND SEE US.
NO.

46,

which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

WILMS

f

Business Lot.

Notice ia hereby given that the Board of Registrationof the City of Holland,will meet at the

Without exceptionthe finest location In the
be sold at a sacrifice, present owner having no farther use for It. Lot located on southwest corner of Eighth and Riverwtreets.
J. R. KLEYN,
HoLtaifD, Mich., Jan.ro,
&S-tf
city wilt

1886.

.Call

kinds of buildings, fin-

and examine and give me a trial.
[J.

FLIEMAN,

Holland, Mich. Oct. 86, 1881.

DO YOU

KNOW

Planing and

Ee-s

LOEILLAED’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.
LorilUrd’a Rom Leaf Fine Cut To-

awing

done on short notice.

THAT

With Red Tin Tag, la the best? Is the purest; is
Jc *.
o’clock
a. m.,
m. and 8 o’clock p. m., for the purpose never adnltentedwith glucose, barytes, molasses,
imploring the Hat of qualified Voters of the
or any deleteriousIngredients, as is the case with
1 wards In said city.
many other tobaccos
In the 8nd Ward at the oftce of panry D. Post.

all

ished and completed.

£IGHTH;STREET.

Registration Notice

fj't

_____

fifty cents

where.

Adulterated Food.— The

mniclea aad nerve* receive new force. Enllvena
the mind and aupplle* Hrala
•ulfcriug from ail comnlalnta
lar to their acx wllf Bud In
HARTER’® IRON TONIC a lafc and speedy
core. It givea a dear and heal Uiy
T»ie strongest testimony to the valne of I)R.

its

kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth,
K. HEROLD.
3-tooth, and 2-s hovel. Detour snlky culti
a bottle by H. Walsh.
valors, Aultmau and Russel & Co. steam
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.
threshers. Engines from one-horse to
Henry Bcboenbals, foreman Henry Krug one thousand -horse power. Call and see' UflMmore
more money
money than at anything else by taking
y for
to the best sellingboek out BePacking Co., St. Joseph, Mo„ uses Dr. my new goods before purchasing else- flinan agency
grandly. None fail. Term* free.
ginnere succeed1 gr
V.
H.
Hall rrr Book Co.,
Co. Portland, Maine. 42-ly.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil with his men for
River St., Holland, Mich., Apr. 10, ’84.
sprains, cuts, bruises, etc.
10-ly.

m

tifiSIBS

Jamming-

Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishingland made, containElectric Bitters are the purest and best ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
medicine known and will positivelycure 3 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify Spring Tooth Harrows, seeders and cultivators cembined, Albion Wheel Spring
the blood and regulate the bowels. No
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
family can afford to be without them. Studebakerfarm and freight wagons,
They will save hundreds of dollars iu doc- Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new
year. Hold at

Br.WfllrciTom

ton iron-beam steel plow, ixalamazoo

tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.”

tor’s bills every

FACTS REGARDING

and To

excellent chew, delicious flavor

WILZMIS E.

f

V

“Holland newcomers,"

PTHAS no equals

TRUE

IRON
<
.x!TONIC

SEVENTH ST., NEAR RIVER,

TOIME, mill

customers, they give en-

A. H.

1885.

22,

SCHREGARDUS i PDSTMA,

MEYER, BROUWER CO

my

SCHRKGARDUB.

G-ET BEST BAZR/O-AHsTS
E. T. Harrington..

and

SIMPLE

—=irnR

“I never hesitateto recommend your Elec-

R. XI.

Style Prints, i Dress Panerns.

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

COHS/IE EAE/L'Z'

covered that the extra room was not
needed, or that the building of said ad
dUlon would postpone the time of blind30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL.
ing a new court bouse.
ST. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.
The same year, 1880, the same commitSALEBYF^-*
tee were instructed to put a new roof on
the court house, but upon examination
found that only a portion needed repairing
The repairs were made in a satisfactory
dealers n
manner and the roof is now supposed to
to be in good condition. We think that
WAIL PAPER,
with Ibis extra vault room and addition as
proposedin 1880, the present court house,
— and
with ordinary repairs, will last for forty
years. Now if the tax pavers outside of
Grand Haven can get the same security
River St.. Holland. Mich.
for their records, suitable room for county
offices aud court house accommodations
at an expense of $2,000 or $3,000, will
they vote to put a $53,000 mortgage upon
their homes to build a structure to gratify
has put in bis shop
the extravagant taste of Grand Haven peoa large, new engine
ple and help beautify their city? We
and boiler, and the
think not, especially in these hard times,
latest im pro ved
with wheat at 75 cents and oats 25 cents
pump machinery,
per bushel, and other farm produce in
and is prepared to
proportion; with an already heavy state
furnish pumps,
and county tax, a new poor house needed
drive points, iron
(an expense of $5,000 to $0,000), an inor wooden pipes,
debtednesa to the state of about $40,000,
-ia at wholesale or rethat wc are liable to be called upou to pay.
tail, at tba most
We believe the majority will think twice
reasonable prices;
and vote No
ESdwin Thayer.
also agriculturalim
—Cooper grille Obvener.
plements of all descriptions; the Ealerly
Twine Self Binder, the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the AdThou&anas Say Su.
vance Mower, the Orand de Tours threeHr. T. W. Atkina, Girard, Kan., writes: horse sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend
tric Bittersto

and examine the stock of

call

Winter Dress Goods,

ORANGE MASS.

'

Greatly Reduced Prices,

of Clothes at

Stairs,

Hand

Doors, Blinds,

Brackets, etc
furnished.

